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PUBLIC NOTICE NO. 2018 i?s r I
sub:- Launch of lndian customs EDr system - (rcES - 1.5) for rmports and Exports, at rcD,

Adani Logistics Limited, Kitaraifur, tehiit Dehton, bistrict'Luotrtana _ iA-' --'--

! lt is brought to the notice of all exporters, importers, Custom House Brokers Custodians, Banks,
Trade and all concerned that the computerized processing of Bills of Entry anJ st ilp-int atrr. ,10", tn"
lndian customs EDI (Erectronic. Data lnterchange) syst6m, hereinafter referrea io ai tcrs t s, witt
commerce-from Monday, 10/12/2018. lnland containei Depot at Kilaraipur [lNeRp6J oeveiopeo ny uls
Adani Logistics Limited, Adani House Plot No 83, lnstiiutionat Area, Sector 32, Gurgoin,tz;zoot,
NCR lndia and location address being the village Kilaraipur, tehsil Dehion, District iudhiana were first
notified for Customs Area under the provisions of SectionS of the Customs Act, 1962 vide Notification No
01/2018-CUS(NT) dated 08.02.2018 and were further appointed as Custodians vide Notification No
02/2018-cus(NT) Dated 17.09.2018 under section section 45(1) of the customs Act, 1962. The staff
posted at The ICD will be working from 10.00 Hrs to 18.00 Hrs and there after the charge of overtime is to
be paid by the custodian as per the provisions governed by the Rules, Regulations, circular and
lnstructions issued from time to time by the CBIC. New Delhi. The post of cost recovery charges have
been sanctioned by the Director General, HRD, New Delhi and the staff has also been posted at the lCD,
Kilaraipur..

1.1. As part of the implementation of CBEC's lT Consolidation Project, the EDI operations at lCD, M/s
Adani Logistics Limited, vlllage Kilaraipur, tehsil Dehlon, District Ludhiana would be on ICES 1.5
application, which is the centralized version of the ICES 1.0 application, earlier implemented on
standalone servers at major Customs locations. The ICES 1.5 software, developed by NlC, has been
implemented at CBEC's National Data Centre at New Delhi. The System lntegrator for the project is M/s
TCS. The application would cater to the needs of Customs officials at M/s Adani Logistics Limited,
village Kilaraipur, tehsil Dehlon, District Ludhiana and also the Service Centre operators, internet
broadband connection provided by BSNL and connectivity to the Central servers at the National Data
Centre has been provided through CBEC'S VPN network.

NOTE:'fhe Punjab National Bank, Dehlon Branch, (BSR Code: 0305436) is the designated bank for
collection of Duties, Cess etc for ICD Adani Logistics Ltd Kilaraipur and the Punjab National Bank,
lndustrial Area Ludhiana 141003 (BSR code 0300405) is designated for the disbursement of duties
drawback oct is the designated bank for ICD Adani Logistics Ltd Kilaraipur.

IMPORTS

1. Under the EDI System, the Bill of Entry shall be flled electronically and shall be processed online
in an automated computerized environment. Certain declarations and certificates, etc., in original,

wherever required shall continue to be attached with the assessed copy of the Bill of Entry when the

same is presented in the lmport Shed for the clearance of goods. The requisite documents also can be

called for by the Appraising Group, if required, while acting on the Bills of Entry. There are certain pre-

requisites for flling the electronic declarations which are required to be comptied with beiore fitins the B\\

o\En\q.



1.1 Registration of lE-Code of the lmporter
(i) lE-Code is being issued to the importers by DGFT, details of which are
transmitted online to the lndian Customs ED|-System (ICES) on a daily basis. ICES
automatically register the lE-Codes after confirming its validity to enable the importers to
file the Bill of Entry electronically. Before filing the Bill of Entry, the importe.s are

advised to check from the DGFT as to whether their lE-Code has already been
transmitted to ICES. lf their lE-Code has not been transmitted to the ICES by the DGFT,
they should first get the same tiansmitted from DGFT, failing which they wil! not be able
to file Bill cf Entry electronically for the clearance of the imported goods.

(ii) ln case the lE-Code is registered for exports, the same shall hold good for
imports also. The DGFT has notified certarn generic Codes for certain classes of
importers in the EXIM Policy and exempted them from taking a specific lE Code. Such
importers should Llse respective codes for filing the Bill of Entry. However, if an impcrter
does not fall in the exempted category and also does not hold speclfic lE Code, he
should use the Code 0100000053 for personal effects and'0100000001" for all other
imports. ln such cases, the Bill of Entry shall automatically appear on the ccmputer
screen of the Assistant / Deputy Commissioner concerned for online approval.

1.2 Registration of Customs Broker in ICES

Customs Brckers are required to register their details in the ICES ar the
respective Custom Houses frorn where they have been licensed. lf they intend to
operate at other stations, the intimation of the. same should be registered in the ICES at
the respective stations. ln case the Custom House Jrom where the Cusloms Broker has
been licensed is not yet brought unCer ICES, such Customs Brokers should apprcach
the Customs authorities indicated in the enclosed chart against iespective Custom
Houses. No re-registration is required in case the agency is already registered at any
existing Customs location where |CES1.5 is operational. (List of Custom Houses for
Customs Broker registration attached as Appendix 1 and format for registration
attached as Appendix 2)

1.3 Registration of Shipping lines/Agents, Consol Agents
IGM/Conso! Manifest shail be filed eiectronicaily by the Shipping Lines/Agents

and Consol Agents at the Ports of entry and Srib-lGM relating to respective IGM lines
under SMTP at the Port. The Shipping Lines/Agents and Consol Agents, before filing
lGM, should register themselves in the ICES at any of the ICES enabled Custom
Stations. (Format of registration attached as Appendix 3)

1.4 Exchange Rates of un-notifiei currencies
The iCES maintains exchange rates in respect of currencies the rates of which are
notified by the Ministry of Finance on regular basis. However. in respect of the
currencies which are not covered in the rotifications of the Ministry oi Finance, the
concerned Bank's certificate indicating the exchange rate applicable for the date on
which the Bill of Entry is filed should be obtained by the Customs Broker/lmporter from
any l.tationaiized Bank. Only this exchange rate should be entered in the system in the
respective field while making entry of B/E data and should be presented alcng with
assessed copy of B/E at the time of taking out of charge, to the Customs officer.

1.5 Currency Codes
For indicating value of goods, freight, insurance, commission, etc., codes

specified against the respective currencies indicated in the list of currency codes
appended with this Public Notice should onl)/ be used. lncorrect code will result in
incorrect conversion of lndian Rupees. List of Currency Codes attached as Appendix
4.

1.6 Units of Me"surement Codes



Agajnst any quantity of goods, appropriate Code indicated against the respective
measurement in the list appended with this Public Notice should only be used in the Bill
of Entry and lGM, as the case may be. lt is furiher informed that if UQCS, other than thd
Standard UQCS of ihe custorns tariff are used, the B/E may not get any facilitation in

RMS. Reference is also invited to the CBEC Circular No. 26/2013 -Customs daied
19107 !2013, where adherence to Standard Unit QiJantity Codes as prescribed in the
Customs 'Tariff Act has been prescribed. List of Measurement Codes attached as
Appendix 5.

1.7 Country Codes:
Wherever in the Bill of Entry or !GM, etc., a reference to country name is required

to be made appropriate Code of the country as indicated in the list of country codes
appended to this Public Notice should only be usec. List of Country Codes attached
as Appendix 6.

1.8 Port Codes:
All the ports of the world have been codified b;r United Nation and allotted UN

LOCODEs. Appropriate port code should only be indicated wherever reference to the
port name is required to be made in a Bill of Entry and IGM or any other document. lt is
not possible to attach list of all port codes being too large. Coi"rect code may be
obtained from the respective Carriers or checked from UN website.
(http://www.unece. org/cef acVlocode/)

1.9 Registration of DGFT Licences
lf the imports are against any of the DGFT Exim Licenses, such licence should

be frrst registered in the ICES and the Registration No. should be indicated against each
item of goods in the Bill of Entry. No separate registration shall be required for those
licences which are receiveo Dy Customs from DGFT online. Such licenses shall
automatically be registered in ICES and can be utilized for debit against a Bill of Entry
after approval by Proper officer in the system. (Format of Licence registration
attached as Annexure A)

1.10 Registration at ICEGATE for Remote filing of Bill of Entry or Manifest
Those who intend to file Bill of Entry or manifest from their office, they should

register themselves with the ICEGATE. For registration at the ICEGATE, the detailed
information may be seen at the weD-srte "http//:www.icegate.gov. in". For filing of Bill of
Entry from remote, NIC has proviCed scftware which is free of cosl and can be
downloaded from NIC web-sit€. (http://ices.nic.in/icesiasox)

1.1 1 Service Centre charges:
Facility of iata entry of lGM, Bill of Entry, etc. is available at the service center at

the ICD itself nameiy M/s Adani Logistics Ltd. Kilaraipur on payment basis. The
schedule of charges for various types of services payable at the service centre are
indicated below which shall be subjecl to revision frori time to time.

The schedule of charges for data entry in the Centre shall be as followsi-

I, SERVICE CHARGES FOR OIGITISATION CF DOCUMENTS AT SERVICE CENTRE
For manual documents getting data entry done at SenJice Centre

(i) Bill of Entry/Shipping Bill having up to five items: Rs. 80
(ii) Each Additional Block of five items: Rs.10
(iii) lGN4: Rs.80
(iv) EGM: Rs.80
(v) Other documents (such as UAB, Transhiprneirt etc) : Rs.80

(vi) Anrendments to original declaration by customer in BE/Sts/Other documents
Rs.10



(vii)Queries (including reply feeding): Nil - for 3 queries and Rs.10 for eacn query
thereafter.
(viii) Printing check list: NIL
(ix) Printing of assessed documents (Sts/BE/ OOC/ LEO/Challan etc): NIL

II. SERVICE CHARGES FOR 'RES' DOCUMENTS

ICEGATE or any other manner of Remote EDI liling

(i) Printing of Document: Rs. 30 [for the first 5C pages and Rs. 10 for every 10

subsequent pages or parts thereof (documents refers to the set of papers, which get
printed in one command at any stage of processing)l
(ii) Query Printing: Rs. 10

(iii) Amendments fee to Bill of Entry (for block of five items): Rs.20
(iv) Amondment fee to Shipping Birl (for block of flve items): Rs.10
(v) Amendment fee - Each Additional block of five items: Rs. '10

(vi) Amendment fee - Other documents: Rs.10.
(vii) Printing Check list: Rs.10

Note 1:- The above charges are excluding.The vendor shall collect the IGST from
trade at the prevailing rates and shali make the payment of the IGST to the Govt.
exchequer.

Note 2:-The above charges include oata entry of the documents, check list printing and
print out of the assessed document and out charge. The check list will be provided free
of charge till they are certified to be free of mistake by the customer, Howevei, in cases
where the customer wants to incorporate aorrections in the original declarations
provided by him, check list will be provided at an additional cost of Rs 10. Any check list
in respect of remote Iiling of the Bill of Entry will cost Rs. 10.

2 Filing of IGM/SIGM/SMTP / Consol Manifest:

The Shipprng lines or other persons as envisaged under Section 30 of the
Customs Act, 1962 shall submit the Sub lmport General Manifest (SIGM)/ Consol
Manifest through the Service Centie at lCD, Mls Adani Logistics Limited, Tehsil
Dehlon, Distt Ludhiana 11'1201 on all working days from 10.00 A.M to 17.00 P.M.
However, the Manifest can also be electronically filed through ICEGATE on 24 hours
basis.

The IGM/SIGM/SMTP/Consol [,lanifest should be presented at the service centre
counter in the prescribed Performa. (Annexure B). A checklist would be generated by
the Service Centre which would be verilied by the authorized representative of the
Shipping line and given to the se.vice centre operator for submission after corrections, if
any.

2.'l Apart from filing of SMTP/Consol Manifest through service centre, the Shipping lines
would continue to llle a hard copy of the SIGM with the Manifest Department.

2.2 Amendment in the IGM/SMTP/Console manifesr after submission shall be carrieci
out only after approval from the designated Customs authority. Arnendment request
shall be entered in the system at service centre, on submission in lhe system it shall
appear before the designated officer for approval. lf the designated officer is satisfied
with the amendment requested, he will approve the same in the system.

2.3 The acceptance of cancellation or otherwise, will be conflrmed to the custodian as
well as to the Shipping Lines electronically if filecj through EDI interface or it is
communicated as a "printed check up cancellation message" frorn the service center
and can also be checked up from the enquiry window of the Service Center.
Note: - lt may be noted that in case of cancellation of lGM, all the Bills of Entry filed
against the IGM \ull get cancelled.

3. Cargo/GoodsOeclaration



The lmporter or the Customs Broker. as the case may be, can file electionic Bill of
Entry by data entry at the service centre operator or by transmitting the details In

speci{ied file format through ICEGATE from his premises.

3.1 Filing through Service Centre

(i) The Customs Broker/lmporter should furnish information in 'Annexure C' and
present the same to the service centre operator along with copy(ies) of import invoice
and packing list. Details of informatron in Annexure 'C' should be correct, complete
and legibie. lncoriect and invalid entries may get rejecteci on entry of data. The Service
center shall accept the declarations rn Annexure C during the working hours of Port.
The system would accept data ent!^j/ of Annexure 'C' only if it finds that the SIVITP No.

and Bill of Lading matches the corresponding line number of the lGM. The system will
accept only one declaration against a line number. lf the declaration is not accepted,
the Customs Broker/ importer should verify the particulars.

(ii) Once the IGM is filed in the Customs Computer System, whenever a Bill of Entry
pertaining to any line in the said IGM is filed, the system will cross verify the details of
IGM No., the Bili of Lading, etc., and the Bill of Entry would be accepted only if the
relevant particulars match with those in the lGM. lf any Bill of Entry is not accepted by
the system, the importers/Customs Brokers should verify whether the IGM Nos. or the
Bill of Ladinq Nos. have been correctlv furnished in the Annexure 'C' submitted bv
them.
(iii) The claim for assessment shall be made against each item of the invoice. lf there
is more than one invoice, information shall be furnished for each item, invoice-wise, i.e.,
complete information of items in one invoice must precede information of the items in
the second invoice.
(iv) lf the particulars of classification are the same for the neX item, the word "do" will
be accepted by the system.
(v) ITC (HS) Nos., CTH and CETH shall be indicated in eight (8) digits without any
decimal in between (e.9. 85011000 and not 8501.1000). Notification number shail be
indicated in three (3) digits followed by a slash (/) and the issuing year (e.9. 201/1981,
083/1993) The notification no. indicated shall be the parent one and not the
amendino notification. This may be carefullv noted.
(vi) ln respect of goods for which the benefit of notification is claimed, against the entry
'Generic Description' in Annexure 'C', List No. and the Serial no. of the List shall be
mentioned in addition to the Eeneric description of the item. The Service Centre
Operator will feed first the List No. and Serial .No., and if there is space left, geneiic
description of the item.

(vli) For example, Nebulizers are covered by S. No. 363 of the Table of Notification
No.021102 (list 37, Sr. No. 19). This entry would be described as: -

otfn./Year, Sr. No

21l02, Sr.No.363

(viii) The Service Centre Operato. shall carefully enter the data in the system as is
indicated in Annexure 'C', On completion of entry of data, the system shall assign a

Job No. and generate a Check List which is a draft Bill cf Entry. The service centre
operator shall print a copy of the Check List and hand over the same to the Customs
Broker/lmporter. The Customs Broker/lmporter shall check the correctness of the data
entered in the system. lf any error is noticed, the error shall be circled in bold ink and
correct detail should be written. The corrected cneck last duly signed by the Customs
Broker/lmporter snould be hancied over to the service centre operator for entry of
corrected data. The Operator shall make correcrions in the corresponding data and
hand over the revised checklist to the Customs Brokerlmporter for re-confirmation. This
process would be repeated till the Customs Broker/lmporter signs a clean checklist in

token oi correctness of the entered data

eneric Description TH

137/19, Nebulizers porasoos



(ix) The Operator shall submit the authenticated elecko;lic checklist to the system. The
system will then generate a B/E. Nc., which would be endorsed on the printed checklist
and returned to the Customs Brokeri lmporter. The Bill of Entry No. shall be in a running
serial number of all the Custom Houses operating on consolidated ICES

1.5. The Bill of Entry Numeric No. shall be suffixed with the date of filing. Thus
Numeric number combined with date shall be a Bill of Entry Number. Since
running number sequence is common for all-lndia basis, the Bill of Entry number
may not be continuous.

(x) The Operator shail retain the original Annexure 'C' declarations with copies of
invoice and packing list and shall hand over all the check lists to the Customs
Authorities periodically.

3.2 Remote filing through ICEGATE

The Customs brokers/lmporteis having internet facility in their offices can file electronic
Bill of Entry from their premises. They have also been facilitated by providing
submission of customs documents under digital signature. For this purpose they should
'one time' register their details with ICEGATE. Detaileo procedure foi registralion can be
seen in 'New Registration Module' from the website www.icegate.gov.in. To
operationalize the facility to use Oigital Signature Certificate for filing the
aforementioned Customs process documents, the following process be followed:

(i) A web-based Common Signer utility is provided free of cost through the
ICEGATE website (https://www.icegate.gov.in) fo!' digitally signing the said Customs
process documents.

(ii) lmporters, customs brokers, shipping lines, and their agents are expected to
use a Class lll Digital Signature Certificate obtained from any of the Certifying
Authorities, as notified by Controller of Certifying Authorities (http://www.cca.gov.in),
following the due process.

(iii) lmporters, exporters, customs brokers, shipping lines and their agents shalt
use the Digital Signature Certificate and the web based Common Signer utility to
digitally sign the electronic documents generated by remote EDI package and then
subsequently send the digitally signed documents for processing via email/web upload,
as is being done currently.

(iv) On receiving the digilally signed documents the ICEGATE server side verifier
shall verify the user's credentials, vaiidity of certificate, Certifying Authoritaes credentials.
Public Key, Certificate Revocation Lrst (CRL) status and the result of authentication and
integrate the data into ICES database. The data so integrated will also have a fiag to
indicate that the submitted docurnent u/as digitally signed.

(v) The Customs officers will be able to identify on the system whether a particular
electronic document has been flled after signing with Digital Signature Certificate or not;

(vi) On successful submission of data from their premises the ICES will generate Bili

of Entry Number and return message of Bill of Entry No. lf invalid data is entered an
error message shall be generated and no B.E. No. shall be generated. ln case of
remote filing of Bill of Entry the Customs broker i lmporter has to ensure correctness and
validity of data entered failing which the data will either be re.iected by the ICES or
incorrect information shall be incorporated in the submitted Bill of Entry which shall lead

to problems of amendments. Remote EDI filing soflware from NIC website link which
has been provided at ICEGATE website. Software of NIC is free of charge.

(vii) The instructions specifled in 3.1 (iii) to (vii) may be kept in mind whiie Filing in

RES software too.

3.3 Self Assessment



The bill of entry shall be Ceemed to have been filed and self-assessment of duty
completeci when, after entry of the electronic decia:'ation in the lndian Customs
Electronic Data lnterchange System either through ICEGATE or by way of data entry
through the service centre, a bill of entry number is generated by the lndian Customs
Electronic Data lnterchange System for the said declaration.

4 Processing of Bill of Entry for Assessment

(i) Once the Bill of Entry is submhted in the system, the ICES validates the details
from various directories maintained in the system and calculates the value from the
foreign currency to lndian Rupees applying the exchange rates as applicable on the
date of submission of the Bill of Entry in the system and determines the assessable
value for levy of duty. Directories of the rates of duty as applicable on the goods on the
relevant dates are also maintained in the system. ICES calculates the amount of duty
leviable on the goods on the basis of rates of duty specified in the Customs Tariff,
GSTN Tariff, Cess Schedules, various notifications imposing rates of duty on imported
goods and exemption notification as claimed by the importers in the Bill of Entry.
Processing of the Bill of Entry takes place in an automated environment and.workflow
according to the jurisdiction of Customs Officers as provided under ihe law.

(ii) ln general, the Appraising work is divided in to Appraising Groups and sub
groups, based on the Chapter/Tariff Headings of Customs Tariff Schedule. The roles of
the officers for Appraising Groups are allotted by the Systems Manager on the oasis of
workload of assessment. More than one role of appraising groups can be allotted to one
officer (more than one group can be allotted to one officeo. Based on total assessable
value of the individual items in a Biil cf Entry, the Bill of Entry on its submission is
automatically assigned by the system to a particular Appraising Group of which the
assessable value is the highest. All the Bills of Entry assigned to a particular Appraising
Group are put in a queue and are processed on "First Come First Serve" basis. ln a
specific case, only the AC/DC of concerned Appraising Group are authorised to change
priority, if circumstances so warrant.

(iii) Group 7 has been created for handling assessment of goods under Export
Promotion Schernes requiring import licenses for claiming exemption from duty, etc.
Bills of Entry in Group 7 require prcduction of duty exemption import license by the
importer. Therefore, processing cf Biils of Entry wiil be taken up by the appraising officer
only on receipt of the required documents.

(iv) Movement of Bills of Entry from one officer to another takes place automatically
in a pre-determined workflow basis depending on roles and jurisdiction assigned to
them. During the processing of Bill of Entry, the officer concerneo may raise query to
the importer for further clarification/information. The Query on approval by the
concerned AC/DC shall be transmitted to the importer for online reply. Such a Bill of
Entry on which query has been raiseo, is automaticaliy pulled out of assessment queue
till reply online/through service center is received from the importer.

4.'l RMS facilitation.
Facilitation of Bills of Entry in respect of certain goods using RMS for faster
clearance of such goods

Bills of Entry in respect of the items under R[/S facilitation would be assessecj for
risk by the System immediately on their submission and a print out of the assessed Bill

of Entry aiong wiih 3 copies of TR-6 challans will be made available to the Customs
Brokers/' lmporters for payment of duty and getting the goods examined if required, and
for out of charge. ln so far as the NMI/DEC cases (e.9. Custom Notification Nos. 051i96
dated 23.07.96, 39/96 dated 23.07.96) are concerned, the debiting in the License, etc.,
would be required to be done by the Appraiser/ Superintendent in the lmport Shed.

Examination of such goods would be carried out as per the presci'ibed norms.



4.2 Second Check Appraisement
The electronic B/E will be assessed on the basis of the claims made in

Annexure 'C'. ln case the Assessing officer does not agree with the claim regarding
tariff classification, notifications, declared value, etc., he shall raise a query in the
system. On approval by the AC/DC (Group), the query will be printed in the Service
Centre for berng passed on to the Customs Broker/lmporter. Replies to the queries will
be submitted in the Service Centre which lyill be fed in the system. ln case tne importer
agrees with the classification/valuation proposed by the assessing officer, the B/E would
be assessed accordingly. The Assessing Officer can change Taritf classification, deny
exemption incorrectly claimed, change unit price of goods in the system. ln case the
Assessing officer and AC/DC, as the case may be, agrees ab-initio or on receipt of the
reply, with the claim made by the importer, they shall assess the Blll of Entry in the
system. After assessing the Bill ot Entry, the system will generate one assessed copy of
Bill of Entry. The Customs Broker/importer shall take print of the assessed copy of B/E
aiong with three copies of TR-6 challan.

Before presenting the Bill of Entry for examinarion and delivery of goods, the
Customs Broker/lmporter should deposit duty assessed with the designated bank.

4.3 First Check Appraisement
(i) Where the Customs Broker/ln'roorter has opted for First check assessment or the
Assessing Offlcer feels it necessary to examine the goods prior to assessment, he shall
order first check examination of goods in the system. For seeking first check
examination order, the Customs Broker/lmporter shall exercise the relevant option at
data entry stage, the appropriate column or Annexure C format should be flagged 'Y'.

The assessing offlcer shall accordingly give examinatron order on the system which
shall be approved by the Group AC/DC. On approval by the AC/DC, a first check Bill of
Entry copy shall be printed. Custorns Broker/ importer gets a copy of First Check B/E
printed with 'Examination Order' at the'Service Centre'or in his office, as the case may
be.

(ii) After the examination is completed, the lrnport Shed Examiner/lnspector and
Appraiser,'Superintendent shall write the examination report on the first check copy of
the Bill of Entry (Hard Copy of B/E) and enter the examination repon in the system. The
Shed Appraiser/Superintendent shall transfer the 8/E to the Appraising Group. The
Customs Broker/!mporter shall present the first check copy of the Bill of Entry on whlch
examination report has been written along with the original invoice and other import

documents necessary for assessment to the ccncerned Group
Appraiser/Superintendent. The Assessing Officer, if satisfied, shall complete the
assessment of B/E in the system. After assessment, the Bill of Entry shall move in the
system as in rhe case of second check assessment. The Customs Broker/lmporter shall
take print of assessed copy of the Bill of Entry and TR-o challan and shall deposit duty
amount with the designated bank.

4.4 Audit
After completion of assessment from the Assessing Officer, the B/E will be

moved to the Auditors screen electronically for doing concurrenl audit The audit officer
will check all the details iil tha B/E and the assessment done by the
Appraiseri Superintendent. lf the Audrt Officer is in agreement with the assessment, the
audit is completed and the BiE shall automatically move to the AC/DC screen. lf the
Audit Officer is not in agreement with the assessment, then he shall indicrte his
objection online and forward the document back electronically in the system to the
Assessing Officer for consideration of the audit objection. The Audit Officer has the
facility to view all the details in the B/E but has no authority to make any change in the
data declared by the importer on the Bill of Entry. After lhe dispute is settled, the Auditor
shall clear the Bill of Entry in Audit. This concurrent audit will be in place tillthe RMS

is rolled out for the location.



4.5 Printing of Assessed copy of Bill of Entry
After completion of assessment, print out of one assessed copy of Bill of Entry

and 3 copies of TR-6 Challan shall be generated by the system. The print of the same
can be obtained from service centre or at the premises of the Customs Broker/lmporter
from where the Bill of Entry has been submitted to the Customs system.

5 Payment of Duty and electronic transmission of Delivery Order
Afler the assessment is completed, assessed Customs copy of the B/E would be

made available to lmportercustorns Broker. lf Customs Broker/ lmporter desires lo pay
through designated bank, print of TR-6 challans may obtained from challan rn e-
payment gateway and shall be presented to the bank for payment of duty. The Bank
shall verify the particulars in the TR-6 challans from the syslem and enter the particulars
of receipt of amount in the system and return lwo copies of challan duly stamped and
signed, to the Customs Broker/lmporter. The bank will retain one copy. Fresh challan
with revised amount of interest should be obtained daily and should be paid accordingly.

5.1 Duty and lnterest can also be paid through e banking system except in cases
where it is required to be paid through manual challan. Detailed procedure anci Demo
for e-payment can be accessed from ICEGATE website under e-payment gateway

menu. Refer CBE C Circular 24!2012 dated 5th September 2012, regarding making
E-payment of Customs duty mandatory.

5.2 Shipping Lines/Consol Agents in co-operation with Custodians shall provide the
Delivery Order electronically in mutually agreed formats and they are not required to
visit either of the offlces. Secure electronic transmission of Delivery order between
shipping lines/consol agents and rhe custodian will enhance the security and
transparency of the cargo as well as expeCjte the clearance of the cargo. Please refer
CBEC Circular No. 2412015 dated 1411012015 regarding lmproving Ease of Doing
Business - lssuance of Electronic Delivery Orders.

6. Examination of Goods
6.1 After examination order in the case of First Check Bill of Entry, after assessment in

the case of duty free import where duty assessed is zero and after payment of duty
assessed with interest(if any) in case of second check Bill of Entry, the Bill of Entry shall
move to the Examination section for goods registration.
(i) The Customs Broker/lmporter shall present the documents, as per the list below,
(the documents should be arranged in a file cover in the following order):-

a) Assessed copy of Bill of Entry
b) Copy of Delivery Order & Bill of Lading
c) lnvoice in original
d) Packing List in original
e) Certificate of origin, in original, if required.
f) Exemption Certificate, in original, if the notiflcation so requires.
g) Copy of the Bond or undertaking executed, if any.
h) GATT declaration duly signed by the importer.
i) Technical literature, if required.
j) Licence, in original, and a photocopy of the licence.
k) Any other Cocumenv certificate necessary for the clearance of goods

Note: The list of documents from S.No (e) to (k) is not a mandatory requirement
and may be required on case to case bases.

As a measure of simplification the CBEC vide its Circular No. 01/2015 dated
1210112015 provided the importers/exporters wrth an option to merge their Commercial
invoice and packing list if it contains the folloir'ing data fields/information in addition to
the details in a commercial invoice:

a Description of Goods;



b. Marks and Numbers;

c. Quantrty:

d. Gross Weight;

e. Net Weight;

f. Number of Packages;

g. Types of Packages (such as pallet, box, crates, drums etc.)

(ii) The lnspector/Examiner will complete the gcods registration and examine the
goods, wherever prescrjbed. Afier the examination report is submitted in the System, as
well as on the hard copy of the assessed Bill of Entry (Customs Copy), the Bill of Entry
shall move to Appraiser/Supdt. screen for out of charge. The signatu.e of the Customs
Brcke imporler shall be obtained on the report, in token of that the goods have been
examined in their presence. Name of the Customs Broker/ Importer should also be
recorded along with his l-Card No. ln case of first check Bill of Entry where examination
has already taken place, the Bill of Entry shall move to the Appraiser/Supdt. directly for
out of charge after payment of duty.ln case of facilitated Bill of Entry where examination
has not been prescribed, the Bill cf Eiitry shall move to the Appraiser/Supdt. directly for
out of charge after payment of duty and registration.

6.2 Where Green Channel facility has been allowed to lmporter, the Bill of Entry shall
appear on the screen of AC/DC lmport Shed for confirming green channel and waiving
examination of goods. The Bill of Entry in such case shall move Io the lmport Shed
Appraiser/Supdt for out of charge order.

6.3 All the above documents, except original Licence, will be retained by the Customs at
the time of giving 'out of charge'. hence, cnly the certified photo copies of Deiivery

Order, Master Bill of Lading, House Bill of Lading should be attached instead of
originals.

6.4 On the basis of the examination report, the Appraising Group may revise the
assessment or raise a further query to the importers, if necessary.

6.5 After completion of the examination of the goods, if the Shed Appraiser/
Superintendent are satisfied that the requirement of Section 47 of the Custom Act, 1962
have been complied with, he shall give 'Out of Charge" for the Bill of Entry on systern.

6.6 After the out of charge order, the system will generate print of lmporter's copy and
Exchange Control copy of the Bill of Entry along witl-. 3 copies of Order of Clearance.
Print of the same shall be obtained from the designated computer terminal. Tne print

copies of the Bill of Entry shall bear the Order of Clearance number and name of the
examining Appraiser/Supdt. The importer's copy of the Bill of Entry along with one copy
oftheorderof clearance will be attached tcthe Customs copyof theBill of Entry
retained by the Shed Appraiser.lsupdt The importer shall present the remaining two

copies of the order of clearance to the Custodian along with the importer's copy of the
Bill of Entry. The custodian shall issue the Gate Pass after verification of the
correctness of Bill of Lading and number of packages, etc. At this stage, one copy of the
order of clearance shall be returned to the importer/Customs Broker after enclosing the
Gate Pass No. and date on the same.The lmponer/Customs Broker will present the
lmporter's copy of the order of clearance to the Customs officer at the Gate along with

importer's copy of the Bill of Entry ancj the Custodian's Gate Pass. After inspecting the
packages, the order of clearance copy will be retained by the Gate officer after
endorsing number of packages cieared against the order and the copies of the Bills of
Entry and Gate Pass shall be rerurned to the importers.



6.7 The Customs copies of the Bills of Entry shall be arranged in the order of Seria!
Number of the order of clearance aild shail be preserved in the lrnpod Shed for 7 days
to take care of parl deliveries. After seven days, ihe Bill of EntN will be kspt at the
designated place for CRA Audit and record purposes.

7. Section 48 Cases

Where the Bill of Entry has not been filed within 30 days from the date of arrival
of goods at the porl, oh completion of data entry and submission, the iob No and details
of the Job shall automatically rrove to the screen of the concerned group AC/DC for
online approval. Concerned AC/DC shall open the Section 48 approval from the menu
and after verification shall approve filing of Bill of Entry. Only on approval of AC/DC, the
Bill of Entry will get accepted by system and B/E No will be generated. The Bill of Entry
thereafter will be processed in the same mariner as the normal Bill of Entry.
8. Amendment of Bill of Entry

8.1 ln case of any errors noticed after submission of Bill of Entry, but before
examination of the goods, the Customs Broker/ lmporter may seek amendment of the
Bill of Entry through the Service Centre after obtaining the approval of the concerned
group AC/DC. The required amendment shall be entered into the system by the
operator of the service center. Only after acceptance by the group Appraiser/Supdt and
AC/DC, the amendment will get incorporated in the Bill of Entry. After amendment. the
Bill of Entry shall be assessed as usual. lf the duty was paid prior to amendment, a

differential duty challan will be printed along with the revised assessed Bill of Entry.

8.2 Afler Out of Charge Order, no amendment shall be allowed in the Bill of Entry.
However, in case amendment is warranted after Out of Charge Order but before
dehvery of goods, the System Manager can cancel the out of charge Order in the
system. The original prints of the lmporter's copies and Exchange Control copies of the
Bill of Entry shall be retained by the System Manager in a file. After fresh Out of Charge
Order, new prints of the copies of Bill of Entry shall be Eiven.

9. Re-assessment
Any time after assessment and before Out of Charge Order, a Bill of Entry can be

recalled and reassessed and put tc reassessment by the AC/OC concerned, if it so
warranted for any reason.

'10 Advance Noting
Advance B/E can also be filed in the ICES before the arrival of the vessel. ln

such cases, a B/E may be presented before the delivery of the import manifest, if the
vessel by which the goods have been shipped is expected to arrive within 30 days from
the date of presentation. The Customs Broker/ lmporter may file an Advance B/E if he
has the copies of the Bill of Lading and the invoice. The B/E would be fiied and
assessed in the same manner as indicated above. On grant of Entry lnwards, the Bill of
Entry shall be reguiarized and shali bs reassessed if the duty rates have undergone any
change. lf there is a delay of moie than 30 days in the arrival of the vessel, a fresh B/E
would have to be filed and the B/E already fileo will automaticaily get canceiled by the
system.

't1. The Procedure for Clearance under Export Promotions Schemes Requiring
DGFT Licence / Bond,etc.

11.1 lmports under OEPB Scheme
DEPB Licenses shall be electronically transmitted by DGFT to the Customs

system after the Shipping Bills get transmitted onlne to DGFT from the Custom. Such
DEPB licenses shall automatrcally De registered in the ICES and can be utilized for
debit against a Bill of Entry after approval by the Pic,per officer iil the system. ll the
DEPB iicense has already been partially utilized, the same shall be registered in
the system only for the balance Credit and FOB of exports available for further
utilization



11.2 Verification of the DEPB

The DEPB shall be verified by the Expon Section of the Customs station from

where the exports have taken place. Procedure for verification of DEPB has beerr

notified from time to time by the Board/ this office through circulars/ instructions. Such
procedure shall be strictly followed. For this purpose, original DEPB issued by the
DGFT shall be produced to the officer designated b.v AsstVDy. Commissioner in the
Export Department for veriflcation of the Shipping Bills against which the DEPB has
been issued by the DGFT. The officer designated by Asstt. /Dy. Commissioner shall
verify each Shipping Bill in the system through the DEPB verification menu in ICES. ln
case any manually processed Shipping Bill is involved, the verification shall be done on
the basis of the copy of Shipping Bill received along with the EGM from the carriers. The
Shipping Bills shall be endorsed with the DEPB No., DEPB date, DGFT File No., and
lssuing Authority. After satisfactory verification of all the Shipping Bills, the officer
designated by Asst./ Dy. Commissroner shall make an endorsement on the reverse of
the DEPB and the list of Shipping Bills attached with the DEPB tc the effect that the
verification of all the Shipping Bills is satisfactorily cjone ancj put his signature with date
and official stamp.

1'l .3 Registration of DEPB

(i) Before claiming exemption under DEPB Exemption Notification 034/97-Cus.,
dated 7.04.1997 against a DEPB, the licence in question is required to be registered in
the import system. The officer designated by the Asstt.,/Dy. Commissioner to register the
DEPB in the system shall ensure that verification of DEPB with reference to the exports
on the basis of which DEPB is issued by DGFT has been done prior to its registration in
rmports.

(ii) All importers/CHAs are advised to ensure that their IEC details with PAN have
been transmitted by DGFT to the Customs at the time of obtaining the DEPB. The
Customs Broker/lmporter shall furnish details of DEPB iicence in the pro-forma given as
ANNEXURE A,

(iii) The designated officer shall rnake data entry of the DEPB detaiis in the system.
After entry of data, a checklist'rvill be printed. The DEPB holder shall verify the details of
DEPB in tne checklist sign the check list and return the same to the officer. The officer
shall then complete the registration process in the System. After the DEPB is registered
in ICES, a "registration number" shall be generated by ICES which will be endcrsed on
the face of the original DEPB in bold figures with the name of CUSTOMS STATION at
which registered. For further activities, either for debiting against a B/E or obtaining a

Release Advice, only this registration number shail be used. No claim of exemption of
RA against a DEPB will be entertained for un-registered DEPBS. The DEPBs which
have already been partly utilized prior to the introduclron of on-line processing will be
registered for the balance duty credit and FOB of exports in the mannei as stated
above. In case any change rn the data of DEPB is required to be made afier completion
of registration, the same shall be made by the Assistant / Oeputy Commissioner.

11 .4 Transfer Release Advices
(i) DEPB Licences registered in locations running on ICES 1.5 shall be available for
automatic online debits against a Bill of Entry flled at any of the ports which are
operational under ICES 1.5. A comrnon Ledger of ircences shall be centrally malntained
in the system for debits jn respect of the Bilis of Entry filed at ali the ICES location
operating under ICES 1.5. Therefore, no TRA shall be required. However, TRA shall be
issued for NON EDI Locations which are still operating manually. For this, the TRA shall
be generated rn the system and a hard copy of TRA shail be issued.

(ii) The TRAS issued by the non-EDl locations and non-centralized locations will be

registered in the same manner as license registration, On registlation of TRA against a

OEPB, the system will generate a TRA regrstration number. This Registration Number

should be endorsed on the lmporter's copy of TRA (original) and the Customs copy



received from the lssuing Customs station. Only fresh RAs will be registered in the EDI

System. Partially utilized RAs will continue to bc handled manually. Following

particulars shall be entered in the System through the rrrenu relating tc transfer release

advice.
Release Advice No

Release Advice Date
Release Registration No
Customs Station to which issued
IEC of R.A. holder if differeni from DEPB holder
DUTY CREDIT AMOUNT kansferred
Export FOB amount transferred
lnvcice No
MAWB/BL No./DT
HAWB/HBL No./DT.
Conditions, if any

(iii) lf the DEPB is already registered in the System and having sufficient balance in

the Duty Credit and Export FOB value is available, the System will print a check list of
TRA. The check Iist shall be verified by the DEPB holder. lf the particulars are correct
the check list will be signed by the OEPB holder and returned to the oroper officer who
will exercrse the option for issue of TRA rn the System. The System shall generate three
copies of the Release Advice titled as:

1. Customs copy for port of issue (office copy),

2. Customs copy for poit of clearance and

3. lmporter's copy.

(iv) The office copy for port of issue shari be i'etained by the TRA issuing Customs
Station and placed in the respective TRA file. Customs copy for the port of clearance
will be dispatched to the respective Customs Station and the importers copy of TRA
snall be handed over to the applicant.

(v) The requirement of production of oriEinal DEPB licence with incoming or
outgoing TRAS at the respective port of clearance shall continue as per the instructions
issued from time to time in this behalf

11.5 Re.credit of unutilizod Release Advices
Any unutilized credit in the Release Advice may be re-credited to the DEPB by

the AssistanVDeputy Commissioner. A certificate of unutilized portion shall be
generated at the porl for which the TRA had been issued on the basis of which the
balance in the OEPB licence shall be re-credited by the TRA issuing authority.

1 l.6 Claim of Exemption against a DEPB I DEPB-TRA
(i) The normal exemption can be claimed as usual against an itenr in the B/E under
S.No.39D of Annexure 'C'. if exemption ls also claimed against a DEPB under
Notification 034/97-Cusdated 07.04.1997, the entries shall be made rn Annexure'C'
under Serial No.39E. For DEPBBS/E, the scheme code is 'B'itherefore while claiming
exemption under the DEPB, 'B' will be entered in column 1 of Si.No.39E. Similady,
codes will be assigned to other schemes when they are brought on ICES.

(ii) ln case more than one DEPB rs required to be debitec against one item, the
importer will be required to indicate the DEPB Registration No. and CIF value of the
goods for each DEPB to cover the entire CIF value against that item. Foi each item
claimed for exemption under DEPB, details referred to above will be required to be

indicated. The System will determine the duty amount on the basis of CIF/Quantity of
goods and shall debit the duty from the DEPB credit ledger and the CIF amount from
the FOB of Exports. l[ sufficient batance to cover the CIF value and the Duty foregone is



not available in the DEPB, the System will dasallow submission of the B/E

(iii) For indicating the option of payment ol Additionai Duty (equal to Excise Duty) or
claiming exemption there from, Ihe oprion shall be exercised by indicating 'Y' or'N' in

column 2 of Sl.No.39E. The column number 5 (serial number of item in the licence list)
and 7 (quantity for licence debit) are not required to be filied in for DEPB Bs,/E.

(iv) lf the basic Customs duty and the additional Customs duty debit available to the
ftcence rs zero, the DEPB exemption will not be admissible to that itern. System will not
allow exemption under Notiflcation 034/97, etc. for that iiem.

11.7 Check List of B/E

After data entry, checklist will be printed as usual and given to the
lmporters/Customs Brokers for verifying the correstness of data captured. For
adentification against the respective item,'(DEPB)'and Notification 034/97 will appear.
At the enci of the check list, a statement of debits cf EXPORT FOB (= import CIF) an
duty sought to be debited, DEPB wise against an item S. No. of an invoice, will also be
printed. The importers/ Customs Broke!'s should check the details of DEPB No. carefully
to ensure that only that DEPB would be debited which he intended to do so. lf the
entries are correct, the checklist may be returned to the data entry operator for
submission of B/E in the System. Errors, if any, noticed may be got corrected by the
data entry operator.

I1.8 Submission of B/E

On submission of the B/E in the System, an UN-ASSESSED copy of the B/E will
be printed by the System containing statement of debit of DEPB for export FOB and
duty amount in respect of each item of an invoice for which exemption is claimed
against DEPB.

'11.9 Assessment of B/E

(i) The un-assessed copy of the B/E along with all the original import documents
and all the DEPB licence/scripts in original indicating total amount of duty credit and
export FOB utilized, in the debit sheet attached to the scrips, should be presented to the
import Appraiser/Superintendent for assessment and signatures on the debit sheets of
the DEPB scrips. The Appraiser/Supt. will retrieve the B/E on screen and assess the
B/E in respect of all the items and shall countersign the debits in the original DEPB. The
System will determine the duty amount on the basis of CIF/Quantity of goods and shall
debit the duty from the DEPB credit redger and the CIF from the FOB of Export. lf
sufficient balance to cover the CIF value and the Duty foregone is not available in the
DEPB, the system will disallow subm,ssion of the B/E. ln case, where importer wants to
clear Some quantity under DEPB Scrjp and balance on duty payment, then he should
clearly indicate in the B/E, the quantityMeight for which he want DEPB/payment of
duty.

(ii) After assessment by Appraiser/Supdt, the B/E will move to the Auditor for
concurrent audit and from auditor to A.C/D.C. After A.C/D.C confirms the assessment,
assessed copy ol the B/E wrll be pflnted along with TR-6 Challan (if any) and duty will
be paid as usual. This procedure will be in place till RMS is introduced-

(iii) Where the Appraising Officer/Supdt, during the process of assessment, denies
the exemption claimed under Sl.No. 39E (column 5 and / or 7) of Annexure 'C'i
changes the tariff heading or enhances tLe vaiue resulting in increase in the duty



amount and the value; the Appraising Officer will have the option to enter the new

DEPB for CIF value corresponding to the enhanced duty / CIF against that item.

1,l.10 DEPB Debit Ledger

On registration of DEPB cr TRA in the System, the System will malntain the
ledger lor duty credit amount and export FOB. Where the exemption from both the basic
Customs duty as speciried rn the First Schedule to Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and

additional duty leviable under Section 3 of Customs Tariff Act, 1975 are claimed, the
sum of basic duty and additional duty amount will be debited to the duty credit in OEPB.
The CIF of the related items will be debited to expcrt FOB in the DEPB. Where
exemption from addltional duty is not claimed, only basic duty will be debited. These
debits will be made by the Systern in the DEPB Ledger. lf more than one DEPB is

utilized against an item, only CIF amoirnt to be debiteC against each DEPB should be
indicated by the importers. The duty amount will be proportionately calculated by the
System for debit in the DEPB. The amporters, therefore, should ensure that sufficient
balance in the duty credit amount and export FOB is available in the DEPB to cover
amounts of both components, for debiting, failing which the system will not accept the
declaration for the B/E. ln case the importer desires to utilize the DEPB for part of the
quantity of an item in the invoice, he may split the quantity of that jtem and prepare the
declaration accordingly.

11.11 Debiting of DEPB against Manual B/E

(i) lf a Bill of Entry is processed manually, importers may choose to avail the
exemption under the DEPB Scheme and get the DEPB debited for exempted amount of
duty. ln such cases, manual B/E will be assessed as usual, After assessment, the
amouni of duty forgone due to exemption under DEPB and the CIF of goods imported
being cleared against DEPB will be computed manually in respect of each DEPB scrip.

(ii) The designated officer in the assessing group will debit the original DEPB. He will
also enter the amount of duty foregcne and the CIF of the exempted goocjs in the
System, in the respective fleld of duty credit and export FOB. The debit screen can be
accessed through the DEPB Registration Number. After debiting, the System will print
the statement of debits of the DEPB in tripiicate. The copies of this print will be attached
with the rnanual B/E, DEPB fiie and DEPB scrip. lmponers are therefore required to
register the DEPB license even when clearances are sought against manually assessed
B/E

12. Processing of B/E under Other Export Promotion Schemes Requiring lmport
Licence

Bills of Entry relating to Exporl Promotion Schemes like OEEC/ADVANCE
AUTHORISATION, DFRC/DFIA, EPCG, REP, etc. v./hich require import iicence for
availing benefits of exemption notifications will be processed under ICES 1.5. The
procedure mentioned below will be followed:

12.1 Registration of Licence

r;r Before filing of a B/E under any of such Export Promotion Schemes, the related
amport licence will be required to be registered in the slstem- Data entry of the licence
details will be made by registraticn clerk. Details of the licence will be furnished by the
licence holder in the form as per Annexure-A. The form is common for all types of
licences, some of the fields may not be applicable to a category of licence, and

therefore, only relevant details should be filled. lt will be a pre-condirion of registration of
licence that the lE-Code of the licence holder is received by the Customs system from
the DGFT system. lf any information which rs necessary for a particular type of licence
is not furnished, system will not accept such incomplete information for registration of
the licence. The system will maintain ledger in iespect of total face value, itern wise
quantity and value and credit for the same will autoriatically be created on registration



of licence and debits will be made by system when electronic B/E is processed, RA is
issued, manual B/E is debited or reduction is maoe by amendments. To avoid any
inconsistency and invalidity, the system will sum the value of all items and compare wth
the face value of the licence. lf the sum is greater than face value of licence, the system

will not permit registration. The value will always be CIF for imports and FOB in respect
of exports. Where the value is in foreign cuflency it should be only one currency and not
in multicurrency. The licence holders, therefore, should check these details in theii
licences and ensure that the same are correct before presenting the licence for
registration. The licences with incorrec( details will be rejected by the system and
cannot be used for availing exemption from duly and clearance of goods. Such licences
should be corrected from the concerned DGFT office before presenting to Customs.

(ii) ln pursuance of CBEC's .-ircular No. 1112007 daled 13th February, 2007 and
Circular No.3/2009 dated 20th January,2009 issued from F. No. 605/210/200s-DBK
and F. No. 605/70/2008-DBK respectively, a procedure for online transmission of
Shipping Bills and Licenses/Authorizations issued under Duty Entitlement Pass book
Scheme (DEPB), Duty Exemption Scheme (DES) and Export Promotion Capital Gocds
Scheme (EPCG) from DGFT to Customs and vice versa through an Electronic Message
Exchange System is in operation at all EOI Ports/ICES locations.

(iii) The licences, which have already been partialiy utilized, will be registered in lhe
system only for the balances available.

(iv) Afler successful entry of details, a cheok list will be printed by the registration
clerk ano given to the licence holder for confirming the correctness of the data entered.
Registration clerk will makg correction, if any and will return the same to the licence

holder. lt is the sole responsibility of the licence holder to verify and confirm the
correctness of the data entered before proceeding further. License should not be sent
by post or through a letter to custom house but should be presented by a person who
shall get the data entry done, verify the correctness of data on the check list and shall
present the licence to the Appr6issl for reglstration and take possession of the same
after registration.

12.2 Acceptance & Debit of Bonds

(i) Where the export obligation has not been fulfilled and option 'N' has been
entered in the field 'Exp. Obligation:' the system will ask for entry of Bond number.

Therefore, if expon obligation has not been fulfilled, the respective category of Bond
should be registered before the registraticn of licence / RA.

(ii) The Bond registered against a licence / RA will be utilized only in respect of the
clearances against that licence and at the time of filing B/E electronically, the Bond will
automatrcally be debited by the system for tne amount of duty foregone. Bond types for
export promotion schemes are as under:

Scheme Bond tvpe

EPCG EC

DEEC DE

DFRC OE

REPL DE

12.3 Registration of incoming Transfer Release Advice (TRA)

(i) lf both sender and receiving Customs locatioh are operating on centraiized ICES

Version 1.5, no TRA needs to be issued. A cornmon centralizeci licence ledger shall be

maintained by the system for utilization of licence for value and quantity.



(ii) TRAS received from non-ICES location shall be registered like a licence for the
portion of value and quantity covered in a TRA. Only fresh TRAs will be registered in the
EDI System. Partially utilized TRAs will continue to be handled manually-

(iii) After successful entry of details, a checklist will be printed by the service Centre
operator and given to the RA holder for confirming the correclness of the data entered
in the system. Service center operatcr will make the correction, if any, and will return the
same to the RA holder.

12.4 Submission of Licence/TRA in the system

The license/ TRA holder will present the check list of the licence/TRA along with
the original documents to the proper officer. The officer will compare the details entered
in the system with the original licenceffRA. After satisfying himself with its correctness,
Officer will submit the licence in The syslem on the basis of the .iob number of the check
list. The system will generate a licence Registration. No. This registration number and

date should be endorsed in bold on the original licence/TRA. After registration, the
documents may be returned to the lmporter and copies thereof may be kept in the office
file for record. TRA will be registered cnly on the basis of Customs copy of the TRA.

After registration, Customs copy and importer's copy of TRA will be defaced by the
Officer.

12.5 lssuing TRAS

Transfer Release Advice will be issued for utilization of a licence at any other
Customs station. No TRA neeos to be issued for Customs location operating of ICES
Version 1.5. TRA shall be issued only for non-ICES location. All TRAS against the
licences registered in the system shall only be generated from system. Details for
obtaining Release Advice shall be furnished in the Format given at Annexure-'D'. Data
entry will be done by the registration clerk. A check list will be printed for verifying the
correctness by the applicant and for his signatures. Correction, if any, will be carried out
by the registration clerk. The authorized Appraiser will thereafter verify the details trom
the original licence arrd satisfy himself about admissibility of issue of TRA. The system
will generate TRA No. and three copies of the TRA will be available for print. The check
list signed by the licence holder and the office copy of the TRA will be retained by the
Appraiser for record, No amendment of TRA will be permitted after it has been issued

by system. Fresh TRA can be obtained for any funher quantity/ value or the licence can
be re-creoated by entering the unutilized TRA. No TRA wili be issued manually.

12.6 Debiting Of Licence .

For debits of licence value and quantity, in the case of electronic Bill of Entry, the
system shall make debits automatically on the basis of value and quantity of item in the
Bill of Entry. For debiting against manual B/E, the figures of value and quantity will be
entered by the Appraiser in the system thi-ough a Menu for this purpose. Entries of
debits on the hard copy of the licence will be made by the importers and certified by the
Appraiser as usual.

12,7 Exemption for Spare Parts under EPCG Schome

(i) The system will create a ledger of face value and item wise value & quantity.

Item No. '0 has been created for spare parts against EPCG licence. 20o/o of the CIF of
the goods debited to a licence vjill be credited by the system as value permissible for
the import of spares under exemption notification against the EPCG licence. This value

of spares will be within the total face value of the licence, i.e., the sum of value of all
items including the value of spares imported against EPCG licence will not exceed the
total face value of the licence.

(ii) No credit of value will be given for spares in case of imports against TRA. lt may
be noted that TRA is required to be obtained for spare parts also. ln case of first import,

no TRA will be admissible fcr spares.

12.8 Amendment of licence after registration



Amendment in the licence da(a after regrstration can only be made by the
authorized officer. lf the amount of value and quantity sought to be reduced is less than

the unutilized balance available in the licence, amendments for reduction of value and
quantity will not be permitted by the system. The system will give credit to quantity or
value rn the case of increase and will debit the quan(ity or value in the case of reduction.
Therefore, only incremental or decremental quantity or value should be entered in

respect of increase or reduction. Licence status code at the time of registration will be
'0'. The licence, if suspended or cancelled afler registration, the officer shall amend the
status code to 2', '3' and '4' fgr cancellation, suspension and re-instatement
respectively.

12.9 Filing of Bill of Entry
(i) Licence Regn. No., Regn. Date details, value and the quantity should be
furnished in respective column at S. No. 39.E oi the Annexure 'C'.
(ii) Unit of measurement of qty. will be the same as per the licence. ln case the unit
of measurement in the invoice is difierent than the one in the license, for the purpose of
debit in the licence the qty should be converted in to same unit of measurement as in

the licence. For spare parts against EPCG licence, S. No. of item will be'0'therefore,
for availing benefits of exemption notifrcation in respect of spares ltem S. No. '0' should
be indicated in column 9 of the Format indicated above. Against one item in the B/E,
only one licence will be debited. lf the Qty8,/ or value in the licence is not sufficient to
cover whole qty&/ or value of an item in the invoice, the invoice qty should be spiit in to
a separate item in the B/E for debit against another license or for ncrmal assessment.
Bond/BG details should also be provided wherever so required.

(iii) After successful entry of data ol the B/E in the system, a check list will be printed
by the service centei' operator and given to the importer / Customs Broker. The
lmporter/ Customs Broker will check the details entered in the system and errors, if any,
pointed out to the service center operator for carrying out corrections in the system. The
Customs Broker/ lmporter before returning the check list to the operator for submission
of B/E in the system should ensure that licence details are also correct. The operator
will exercisa the option of submission of B/E in the system. Afler submission of the B/E
in the system, a check list of submitted B/E should be obtained by the Customs Broker /
lmporter from the service center operator. This check list will incorporate B/E number
and item/licence wise details of debit of qty., value and duty forgone for debit in the
Bond, etc.
12.10 Assessment of B/E
(i) For ease of distribution of va(ous .ategories of documents among the officers,
provision has been made in the system to create any one or more of sub-groups in
respect of the following Exim Scheme Codes (APPENDIX 7):

(ii) All the Bs/E in respect of schemes for which no sub-group is created will be dealt
Dy Group 7.

(iii) The Customs Broker / lmporter should present the check list obtained after
submission of the B/E to the Appraiser along with all the required documents and the
related licence and Advance Authorization schemes. The Appraiser will check the
correctness of details of licence/Scheme, etc. and atso ensure that any amendments
made in the licences/ Schemes, subsequent to registration of licence, have also been
entered in the system. lf the Assessing officer is satislled about the eligibility of
exemption under related notification and tne licence is otherwise valid to cover the
goods in question, he may assess the B/E on system. The Assessing officer can
remove the notification and deny the beneflts of exemption. The debits of licence will
automatically reverse when exemption notiflcation is denied. The prccedure of
assessment will be similar to DEPB imports.

(iv) ln respect of a manually assessed Bill of Entry, details of value and quantity will
be debited in the system by the Appraiser at the time of assessing a B/E & a print of
details of debit will be taken {or records.

'12.1'! Printing of the Assessed B/E



After assessment, the printout of assessed copy of the B/E w|ll be taken by the
lmporter/Customs Broker from service center. The printout of B/E will contain duty-
paying challan if duty is payable and statement of debit of licence for value/ qty and
debit of Bond for duty foregone in respect of each item. The figures of these debits
should be endorsed on the hard copy of the licence.

12.12 Examination/Out of Charge

Procedure for goods registration, examination, out of charge and printing of B/E after
out of charge will remain the same as mentioned above in Para 6

13. lmports by 100% EOUS:-

13 .1 Registration of EOU

All the 100% Export Oriented Units including STP / EHTP, etc. will be required to
be registered as EOU in the Syste!'n before filing of a Bill of Entry. The designated
officer shall make data entry for registration of an EOU. All verifications and
authentications including all checks to determine the eligibility of the importer to be
registered as an EOU and for exemption from duties shall be canied out before a unit is
registered in the System as an EOU.

Following details should be furnished by the EOU for registration,

1. EOU type:

l.A-EOU-General

l. B - EOU - Aquaculture

l. C - EOU - Agriculture / Floriculture

l.D-EOU-Granite
l. E - EOU - gems and jewellery

l. F- EOU - Others (specify)

II - STP

III_ EHTP

2. EOU Approval No.

3. Approving Authority

4. Approval date

5. Valid till

6. lmporter Exporter Code (lEC)

7. IEC Branch Code.

8. ECC (Assessee's Excise Control Code)

9. GSTN office location code

Commissionerate
Division
Range

Separate Registration would need to be made for each factory (based on the various
branch codes of the IEC) in case a 100% EOU has mora than one factory.

13.2 Filing of Bill of Entry

Entry of Bond details

(i) ln the Annexure 'C' format for declaration for data entry, S. No. 18 has been
added to capture the details of registration of various Bonds including the Bond for
1000/"EOUs.



(ii) ForaBill of Entry for imports by 100% EOU indicate: -"Y"forBond No.......... if
Bond is already executed with Customs at the point of import; 'C' C.Ex. Certificate
No............ DT.........' where the Bond is executed with GSTN authorities: and a
procurernent certificate has been issued by thern and 'N' where neither Bond is
executed nor GSTN Certificate is obtained before presenting the Bill of Entry.
Where the option given is'N', the system shall require the Bond to be executed after
assessment but before regastration of B/E for examination & out of charge. Procedure
for registration of Bond/B.G. has been separately indicated in para 21.2 of rhis Public
Notice. The importer should indicate in the format, the type of Bond as "EO" for 100%
EOUs and indicate details of the Bond No. or the GSTN certificate, as the case may be.
lf Bond or GSTN Certificate are not,ndicated it would be'N', i.e. NONE. The data entry
operator shall enter the related option 'Y' or 'C' and enter the details of the BonC or the
certificate, as the case may be, in the respective field in the system.

(iii) ln the field of claim of assessmenl, normal details shall be indicated. However, in

the fields of "Additional information for claiming benefits under specified exemption
schemes", in Col.(l) the prescribed Exim code for the relevant scheme related to imports
like EOU/STP/EHTP would be required to be indicated, The Exim codes for the various
schemes have already been irotified in the Handbook of Procedures issued by the
DGFT in column No 2. The relevant applicable exemption notification
No........./Year..........with Sl. No. of item in the notifications is required to be indicated
against the respective item. The data entry operator shall enter the code of EOU against
the field Exim code ............ after entry of Exim code enter notification no. /yr.& S. No.
After completion of entry of all the items of the Bill of Entry, a check list will be printed. ln
the check list against an item where EOU exemption is claimed, the words (EOU) &
notification no. /yr.& S .No. will be printed at the end of the check list, detaits of Bond
indicating the Bond no. Bond ccde, amount debited, Bank Guarantee debited or the
detalls of certjficate for GSTN will be printed.

(iv) The lmporter / Customs Broker shall check the correctness of the details in the
check list & return it to the data entry operator for submission of the same in the system.
On submissron, the Bill of Entry shall be directed to Group Vll for assessment. An un-
assessed copy of the Bill of Entry, after submission, shall be taken by the importers.

13,3 Appraising of EOU B/E.

(i) The lmporter /Customs Broker shall present the un-assessed Bill of Entry along
with the Bonds / certificate and other documents supporting the claims of assessment
under EOU to the designated Appraiser / Supdt. for making assessmenr. The Appraiser
shall recall the relevant Bill of Entry on the screen and complete the assessment

on the system after scrutiny of the documents. The system will display EOU Bond
details or GSTN certificate. The appraiser will also be able to view the details ot EOU
approvals.

(ii) ln case the importer has already executed the Bond and it is registered in the
system, the system will display the amount debited in the Bond which is equal to the
duty foregone. lf the appraiser desires to change the amount for debiting the Bond, he
can select through change option and change the amount for the Bond debit & BG.
Where the BG is not required, the amount in the field of BG should be entered as 0
(Zero). The appraiser has the option of removing EOU notification where the importer is
not found to be eligible for the exemption.

(iii) Where the importer has not furnished Bond or GSTN certificate, the system will
require the assessing officer to specify the Bond amount / BG amount. The Appraiser
shall specify the Bond & Bank Guarantee amount in system. After processing by the
Appraiser, the B/E will be audited by the Auditor arrd thereafter processed by the
AC/DC. After the assessment, print of the Bitl of Entry can be obtained. The details of
the Bond / BG shall be printed on the Bill of Entry where neither Bond is deb;ted nor is a



GSTN certificate indicated, the system will print the Bond / BG requiremenls as

specilied by the Appraiser.

(iv) ln case lhe importer has executed the Bond with the GSTN authorities, he shall
produce the procurement certificate issued by the GSTN officer to the assessing offlcer
along with the un-assessed copy of the Bill of Entry. Assessment of the Bill of Entry
would be done after due verification of all the concerned documents. System would
enable monitoring of the movement of Lhe goods by monitorinq the debits against the
bond value/ CX certificate value through appropriate MIS reports. Under the present set
up, the MIS reporting is not operational through EDI system and the same is being done
manually by obtaining the re-warehousing certificate from GSTN.

(v) After cornpletion of the assessment, the Bill of Entry shall be put to Bond queue
for execulion / debiting of Bond. Where any duty amount has been assessed, the duty
shall be deposrted in the bank as usrial. L,nless the Bond Officer completes the action of
debiting Bond in the system, the B/E will not be available tor registration for examinalion
and out of charge.

Procedure for registration of Bond / BG has been explained in para 21.2 cf this Public
Notice.

'14. Availing Exemption under JOBBING Scheme

Notifrcation No.32l97-Cus dated 01.04.97, exempts goods imported fcr carrying
out any job work and re-exporl subject to conditions specified in the said notificaticn.
lmporters claiming the said exemption would be required to indicate the relevant Exim
code and Notification in the columns "Additional information for claiming the benefit
under the specified exemptions schemes". The Bond type "JO" will be indicated in the
format for data entry, the Scheme code will be 20 and the exemptron notification will be
032/97 item S-NO. 1. On submission, print of an un-assesse.J copy of the B/E will be
taken and f.resented to the designated Appraiser along with all the requisite documenls.
'i-he Apprarser will recall the BIE on screen for assessment. Appraiser wili be ahle to
dclete the notification to deny the exemption if so warranted, specify the Bond/BG
requirements and modify the Bond/BG amounts. The B/E will be audited by the Auditor
and processed by rhe AC/DC. Details of notification, Bond/BG debits will be printed on
lhe respective copies of the tl.lE. The procedure for execution and maintena;,;e of
Bond/BG in the system will be like any other Bond.

'l4A: Availing Exemption under Chapter 3 Schemes:

The scrips issued under chapter 3 of the FTP 2O15-2O2O would follow
registration as prescribed in para 12.1(ii). The scrips issued under older FTP would
follow registration prescribed in para 12.1(i). The other applicable procedures as
prescribed i.' FTP and Customs notifications, circulars etc would be same as detailed in
para 11 & 12, wherever applicable.

15 EX-BONO Bill of Entry

15.1This procedure will apply only to those ex-Bond Bills of Entry in respect of which the
related warehousing Bill of Entry (lnto Bond Bill of Entry) has been processed under
ICES (lmport) at the same Customs station. ln the Format of Declaration at Service
Center for data entry, the following details will undergo a change ODtion has been
enabled in ACB (AC Bonds ) role for enlering the warehousing detarls as per Board
Circular No. 019/20'16 dated 20.05.2016. Same may be used for entry of warehousin!
particulars ancl generation of Warehouse Code in the system.

Type of Bill of Entry

(H) For Home Consumption



(W) For Warehousing

(X)For Ex-Bond

Warehouse B/E No --, DT-- and Warehouse Code

(i) Warehouse Code consists of 4-digit location code; 1-digit warehouse type; and 3-

digit serial number of warehouse, e.g. WFD61001 . lf no code is assrgned other' to be

used as code - WFD6O00 i ).

INVOICE PARTICULARS

For Ex-Bond

B/E No--._-lnvoice S. No.------- in Warehouse B/E item of lmport intended to
be Ex-Bonded

Item Quantity of item intended for ex-
Bond

S-No. in invoice

(ii) On out of charge of a Warehouse B/E, the system will create a ledger of quantity
in respect of all the items included in Warehousing B/E. Fcr the purpose of filinE Ex-
Bond BiE in the systern, details cf Customs Broker & the lmporter will be entered as
usual. ln the field of Type of B/E'X'will enable for entry of Ex-Bond B/E. A window will
pop up for Warehouse B/E No. & date. On entry of Wareirousing B/E No & date, the

system will capture all the other details from the Warehousing Bill of Enhy. lnvoice S.

No. as in the Warehousing B/E and against this invoice item S. No. and quantity will be

entered. The systenr will proportionaiely determine the assessable value. All other
details ol item like the CTH, Customs Notification, CET, Excise Notification, etc., as in
the Warehousing B/E will be displayed by lhe syster,r. Tariff Headings and the
Notifications can be changed if, so required. On completion of data entry, a.cl,eck list
wili be generated by the sysiem against the respective Job No. The importers should
ensuro that the delails of invoice S. No, item S. No. and the quantity of the goods under
ex-Bor)ding are corect. The check list, after conections, will be returned to the service
center operator for submission of the Ex-Bond BlE. On submission, the system will
generate the B/E No.

15.2 Assessment

The B/E will De allocated by the system to the Assessing Groups on the basis of
the same parameters cs are applicable to all other types of Bs/E. Assessment will also
be made by the officers in the same manner as in the case of any other type of Bs/E.
Where a Warehouse 8lE has been as$essed provisionally, the Ex-Bond BIE will also be
assessd provisionally and no separale PD Bond will be required. However, in case of

availing of exemption requiring Bond, same would need to be debited as in the case of
any Home Consumption B/E.

15.:] Debiting of Bond

After obtaining the print out from Service Centre, the lmporter /Cusloms Broker
will get the Bond debited from Bond Section and get suitable endorsement on the B/E
with respect to debit of Bond amrunt and other detaiis

15.4 Printing of Assessed B/E and Duty Paying Challan

After the E|/E has been assessed by the Appraising Officer, the Assessed copy of
the B/E and duty paying challan will be available for printing at service center. The same
should be obtained by the lmporters/ Customs Brokers from lhe service center operator.

15.5 Payment of Duty

Duty will be paid at the designated bank against a challan of Ex-Bond B/E an the
same manner as in the case of a Home consumption B/E including e-payment.



15.6 Order of Clearance of Goods for Home Consumption

(i) After payment of duty and completing any other requirement of debating of Bond,
license, etc. the assessed Ex-Bond B/E along with all other documents should be
presented to the Superintendent authorized to give Out of Charge of the Ex-Bond B/E.
The Superintendent shall verify that:-

a) The particulars in the Ex'BonC B/E correspond to the Bond register mailltained in the
Bond Section;

b) The goods are being cleared within the validity perioJ ofthe Bond, interest, if any, on
the Warehoused goods as chargeable under Section 61of the Custom Act, 1962 as per

the rates specified under Section 47(2) of the Act ibid and/or any charges including
fine/penalty payable, as provided under Chapter lX of the Custorns Act, 1962 have been
paid;

c) The rate cf duty has not undergone any change after assessment and the out of
charge. In case any change has taken place after assessment in the tariff or exemption
structrrre having bearing on assessment. the B/E will be iefened to the concerneci
Appraiser/Supenntendent for re-confirming the correctness of the assessment. The

Appraiser/Superintendent will re-assess the B/E, if so required. The system after re-
assessment will generate duty challan for differential amount which will be printed ai the
service center and duty will be paid at the designated bank.

(ii) After satisfying the requirements relating to clearance of the goods, the
Superintendent will give out of charge on the system. After out of charge. the system
will generate two copies of the Ex Bond B/E. One copy is for the importer and lhe other
copy will be for the Bond Section. No exchange .ontrol copy will be generated for EX-
Bond B/E. The system will also print along with B/E three copies of Order of Clearance
(O/C). One copy of the O/C will be retained by the Bond Section, one copy will be
retained by the otficer controlling the Warehouse and the last copy will be for the
Warehouse Keeper. Column for nt'mber of packages in the O/C will be blank. The
Superintendent giving out oi charge \,,/ill endorse on the hard copies of the O/C package
serial numbers and number of packages to be cleared against the respective Ex-Bond
B/E and wil! put his signature with his office seal on the copies of O/C and also on the
copies of Ex-Bond B/E.

d) ln terms of Board's Circular no. 4712002 dated 29.07.2002, payment of interest
before extension of warehousing period can be captured in the system. Benefit of any
interim interest so paid will tre adjusted in the last Ex- Bond BE related to that particular
warehouse BE.

'16. Bonds l Undertaking/ Re Export Bond for Conditional Exemptions

Where the beneflts of exempticn under a notification are subject to executcri of
End use Bond, Undertaking or Re-export Bond, it would be necessary to register the
respeclive lype of Bond in the system before filing of the B/E. The Bond will be
registered by the importers specifically for a notification. Details of the Bond in respect
of each notification should be frrrnished at S. No. 18 in the Format fo!'declaration at
Service Centre for data entry of B/E. The system wi;l automatically debat the respective
Bond for the amount of duty foregone on the basis of claim of exemption made for ilems
in the B/E under a notificataon. For thir, purpose, a directory has been areated in the
system for the notification and S.No. of item in the notification which require execution
of end use Bond, undertaking or re-export Bond Io; availing exemption. Exemption
under such notification will not be permitted by the system if the respective
Bond/undertaking number has not been entered at the time of data entry of B/E.

Therefore, all the importers who are claiming benefits of such exemption notifications
should get respective Bond accepted and registered in the system as continuity Bond of
that category in respect of each nolification separately.

The Bond registered for one notification cannot be utilized for another
notification.



Bond Codes for the typ€s Bond are as under
Bond type End use Bond Undertaking Re-export Bond

Bond code EU, UT & RE

17. Certificate ftom Customs Authorities
(i) Where the exemption notification provides for production of a certificate from
the jurisdictional Customs authorities ir terms ol the Customs (lmport of Goods a(

Concessional Rate of Duty for lvlanutacture of Excisatrle Goods) Rules, '1996, the
sarne should also be registered an the system. For this purpose, the certificate oblained
from the jurisdiclional Customs office shall be produced to the Appraising Office!-,

before filing the B/E. The Appraiser/Superintendent shall iegister the same in the
system in the same manner as the Bonds are regisiered. The system will generale the
registration number. This registration number should be communicated to the importer
and the original certiticate shall be retained in the Assessing Group. Registration
number shall be indicated at S.No. 18(c) in the Format for B/E data entry.

(ii) Against one B/E only one certificate should be used. The certificate shall be

utilized against all such notifications requiring GSTN certificate. At the time of
assessment, the officer may verify the details of goods covered by the certificate and
B/E on the basis of originai certificate retained in the group. A print out of the statement
of items assessed on the basis of certificate can be obtained for reference to the

concerned GSTN authority.

18. Certificates/Noc from other Authorities- lndian Customs Single Window
Project:

lmporters shall electronically file the customs clearance documents at a single
point only with the Customs. The permission required, if any, from other regurating
agencies will be obtained online without importers/Customs brokers having to

separately approach these agencies. The requisite permissions./NOC/Test Reports will

be obtained througn lndian Customs SinEle Window Project. The same vill be obtained
through message exchange with FSSAI/DPPQ&S (as per Circular No,09/2015 dated

3'110312015\, NOC orr ICES for use by Drug Controller/Animal QuarantiseMild Life

Crime Control Bureau and Lab Module in ICES for use by CRCL, Textile Committee
and other agencies.

Please refer to Circular No. C3/2010 dated 03102120'16 regarding lndian Customs
Single Window Project extending to olher locations and Particrpating Governmeni
Agencies.

Certain notifications require certificates for eligibility of exemption from various
other organizations like the Ministry of External Affairs, Defence, etc. Such certificates
can be entered in the system under ihe category of Misc. Certificates = 'MC'. The

following details will be entered;

MC number and date

lssuing authority and address

Such certificates can be viewed by Assessing Officer and also will be printed on the B/E
for verification in the Shed/Docks.

19 Closure of Bond / Undertaking

The Bond or undertaking would be closed by the AC/DC. When the conditions of the
Bond/undertaking are complied with, the AC/DC will enter the Bond No., the system will
display all the Bs/E and related ltem S.Nos. in respect of which the Bond has been
debited, lf the conditions of the Bond have been satisfied, the oplion to close the Bond
may be exercised, item by item. When all the items against which respective Bond has
been debited are closed. the Bond can be cancelled. However, if the Sr No. of items are
closed and the Bond is not cancelled. the same will continue to be used if there is a

balance in Bond amount and validity period has not expired. All the documents on the
basis of which lhe items are closed and the Bond is cancelled will be kept in the related



Bond file for the purposes read guidelines as defined by the of CBEC Circular No. 49 /
2017 - Cus daled '12.12.2017 read with lnstruction No. 605[1/2015/DBK dated
02112120'15, CBEC Circular No. 05/2010 dated 16/03/20'10 and lnstruction No.
609/119/2010D8K daled 1810112011. The Customs formations shall duly verify and
confirm the details of the importers and fulfillment of their export obligation preferably
through the concerned Division (erstwhile CEX/CGST/CUSTOMS) and accordingly
ensure timely and transparent cancellation of bonds.

20 Assessment of Goods under Chapter 55 of Customs Tariff

(i) ln case of goods of aforesaid Chapter, under certain Sub-headings where the
duty of Customs ,rnder the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 is chargeable
on the basis of value or weight in Kgs. or area in SQM of the textile fabrics covered
under the said sub-headings and the duty chargeable will be the highest among the
duties so determined on the basis of above mentioned three parameters. lt is therefore,
necessary to capture qty. in KES. and also the qty. in SQM in additi<.rn lc the value of
such goods Provision has been niade in the system to enter qty in Kgs. and qty in SQfvl
in respect of above sub-headinqs. The system will calculate duty on value, on Kgs. & on
SQM and will determine the highest among the three amounts. The highest amount will
be taken for levy of dutv. 40 B.1of Annexure C mav be filled up eggg4hgL

(ii) ln case quantity of goods in the invoice is in Kgs. as declared in Table 'A' urder
'Details of Description of ltems', col. (3) in the table Bl of Annexure C should be left
blank and indicate only qty in SQM in col. (4) above. Similarly, if the invoice qty. is SQM
then indicate only qty in Kgs. in col. (:J) and col. (4) be left blank.

(iii) However, if the qty. in the invoice is in units of measurement other than Kgs. or
SQM, in that case the qty. in Kgs. and SQM should be indicated in columns (3) & (4)
respectively.

2l Bond Managoment System and Processirrg Of Bills Of Entry Relating To
Goods

?1.1 Bond Managemer,t Svstem.

(i) ICES contains centralized Bond Section, which will be responsible for the
maintenance of docufirents related to Bonds, Bank Guarantees and Undertakings. The
Concerned AC/DC shall handle the Bonds. The Bond section will be responsible for the
following:

- Registration of Bonds/undertakings, Bank Guarantees. Sureties

- Debit and Credit of Bonds for EDI B/Es and Manual B/Es

- Closure of Bonds, Bank G'Jarantees

- Enhancements

- Generating data for lssue of recovery notices

- Generating data for lssue of reminders

- Generation of MIS .eports

(ii) The Revolving / continuity and the Specific Bonds will be registered and
mainlained in the Bond Section. The Appraising Officer delermines the Bond
requirement. The type and the amount of Bond are decided by the Appraising Ofncer
and are approved by the Assistant Commissioner. However system will assist in
determining the type ot Bond / BG and value. Bond requirement details will be printed

on the BE after the assessment. The details include the type of Bond, amount and the
Bank Guarantee. The Bonds will be managed centrally by Bond/BG Section.

21.2 Registration of Bond



(i) The Bond module provides for registration of all Bonds / Unde(akings, Bank
Guarantees, Sureties, etc. in the system- The importer shall furnish the following details
for registration: -

Bonds , Undertakings

1.IEC

z.Bond Type

3.Bond Amount '
4.Revolving / Specific

s.Date of Bond

6.Date of Expiry
7.Date of enforcernent

S.Whether BG Y/N

9.Surety YN

1o.Cash Deposit Y/N

1 1 .Remarks

' For Bonds already executed, the existing balance to be captured as opening balance
in the Ledger

BG Details

l.Serial No. (as given by the Bank)

2.Bank branch code

3.Bank name

4.BG amount

5.BG date

6.Expiry dale of BG

7.Date of enforcement

S.Remarks

Surety Details

l.Serial No. (as given by the party )

2.Surety Name

3.Address

4.ldentification particulars of surety (Customs Broker code, Chartered Accountanl
Registration No. etc.)

S.Remarks

Cash Deposit

l.Challan No.

2.Date

3.Amount

4.Date of Deposit

(ii) The Bond detail shall be entered in the.Bond Section. On entry, system will

assign a job no. and check lisl is generaled. The lmporter / Customs Broker shall satisfy
himself with lhe correctness of the details. The correclions, if any, shall be made and



job shall be submitted. After submission, the job shall be forwarded to designated
AC/DC to accept the Bond. The importer shall present the original Bond documents to
the respeclive designated AC / DC for acceptance.

(iii) The AC/DC shall observe all the instructions regarding acceptance of Bond
issued by the Board / Commissionerate from time to time after satisfying that the
documents submitted are in order & acceptable. The AC/DC shall retrieve the Bond
details on screen by entering the job no., view the entnes made in the system. lf the
infonnatiorr in the system match with the documents & conditions for acceptance of the

Bonds are satisfied, the AC / DC may accept the Bond in the system. The AC/DC can
also make corrections in thc system if so required. After acceptance of the Bond by AC /
DC, the Bond documenls shall be taken by the Bond ofilcer / Bond clerk. The Bond
officer/ Bond clerk after re.:eipt of the Bond / BG / Security, etc., shall enter in the
system location of Bond storage where the Bond documents have to be phystcally
stcred. At this stage, the system will generate the Bond registration number. This
registration number has to be endorsed on the original documents and also
communicated to the importer for their future reference, Bond Registration Number
System would maintain a single running Se!'iai No. for all types of Bonds. The Bond No.
need not be initialized every year. Bond No. to start with Serial No.'100001.

21.3 Processing of Bill of Entry ($rith Eond)

(i) Oeclaralion in the Service Center

(a) ln case the imporler has already registered a Continuity Bond with the tsond Cell,
he has to specify the type of Bond and Registration Number in the Service Centre
declaration. However, the Bond value and BG amount is determined by the Appraising
Officer. lf Conlinuity Bond is not there, no declaration (Bond) needs to be grven in the
Service Cenlre. Bond deiails will be printed oi the Checklist.

(b) ln case Jf EOU Bond already submitted at the GSTN Comr'nissionerate / Officrt,
the Certificale t'lumber has to be providerj. lf Certificate liumber is declared, EOU Bond
is not required.

(iil Appraising

The Appraising Omcer has the option to ask for Bond as the condition of
assessment. The following type of Bonds can be opted:

. Provisional Duty Bond - General

. Test Bond

. End Use Bond i Undertaking

. Transit Bond

. Provisional Duty Bond - Pro.iect lmports

. Extra Outy Deposit

. EOU Bonds

. V/arehouse Bond

B/E Type 'W': Warehouse Bond is mandatory.

EOU Bond: ln case of iterns, where EOU Notificatir.rn is claimerl, EOU Bond or a
procurement Certificate from GSTN authorilies is mandatory.

(iii) ProvisionalAssessment.

lf any of the item is assessed provisionally, the Bond (Provisional or Test) is
mandatory. The Appraising Officer has to specify Type of Bond, Bond Amount, BG %,
BG amount, basis for Bond amount at the BE level. AC/DC has to conlirm the action of
Appraising Officer. Auditor has no option w.r.t. Bonds. However, he can view the Bonds
req u irem en ts.

(iv) Bond Requirement Details



On completion of assessment, the Bond requirement details will be printed on the
Assessed Copy ol the BE. Where the Bond has not been executed before assessment,
on completion of assessment and payment of duty (wherever required), the importer is

required to execute the Bond in respect of the Bill of Entry in question before goods
registration in the Shed. lf the Bond has not been execuled against the Bill of Entry, the
goods registration cannot be done. The lmporter has lo give a written request to AC/DC
for debiting the Bond against a B/E The importer shall specify the Bond Registration
No., B/E No. and Date. The AC (Bond) has to retrieve the Bond and debit the Bond and
BG. AC/DC Bond has the option to view the B/E. Before debiting, the system will pose
the query "Whether the language of the Bond meets the legal requirement of the
assessment of the B/E". lf the amount to be debited is more than the credit balance ;n

the Bond and BG Ledgers, the system will not allow debit and the AC/DC has to raise a
query to the lmporter for filing fresh Bond/BG.
The system will not allow goods registration and out of charge, if the debit entries
not made against the B/E in the Bond and BG Ledgers-

Bond re-credits

AC/DC has the option to re-crl.dit value afts finalization of
assessment. Following entries will be made in the Bond and BG
Iedgers; -Date of credit
-B/E No. and Date

-Arnount credited

-Reasons for credit

(a)Asscssment finalized no recovery

(b)Assessment finalized and differerrtial deposited separalely.

(c)Necessary end use certificate submitted.

(d)Re-warehousing certilicate submitted.

(e)Test results received confirming the gocds as declared by the importer in the B/E.

(0others. (Specify)

Bond Ledger Format

B/E No.

B/E Date

Type of Document (rnanual or EDI)

Debit Amount (Specified by AO)

Credit amount

Date of debit / credit

Officer ld.

v) Timely cancellation of Bonds:

Please refer to the CBEC lnstruction No. 605/7'l /20'1s/DBK dated 0211212015

read with CBEC Circular No- 05/2010 dated 16/03/2010 and lnstruction No.
609/1 19/2010O8K dated 18/0'l/201 1. The Customs fomralions sha,r duly verify and
confirm the details of the importers and fulfilment of their export obligation preferably
through the concerned GSTN Division and accordingly ensure timely and transparenl
cancellation ol bonds.

(vi) Debiting of the Bond for manuar Bril of Entry:

(a) Continuity or a specific Bond shall be accepted & registered in the system. A
continuity Bond registered in the system can be utilized in respect of electronic as well
as manual Bills of Entry. For debiting manual Bill of Entry, the Bond officer shall select
the option of MBE-debit and enter the details of the manual Bill of Entry and amount of
Bond / BG etc. After debiting, a debit slip will be generated which can be printed one

copy of slip should be attached with the B/E and other copy given lo the importer.



ln respect of Bills of Entry where processing has not yet been automated, it would still
be possible under the aforesaid Bond Management Sysiem to register the Bond in the
system and utilize it against a manually processed Bill of entry as per procedure
indicated above in respect of a continuity / revolving Bond.

(b) Consequent upon the introduction of the Bond Management System, the Bills of
Entry would be linked to the respective Bonds and the system will maintain an account
in this behalf. The procedure for processing of such Bills of Entry is briefly indicated
below:-

(vii) Warehousing Bill of Entry

(a) For lvarehousrng Bill of Entry, the.type of Bill of Entry should be indicated as
'W. The importer may indicate the Bond datails if a continuity Bond has already been
executed in the same manner as has been explained in respect of '100% EOU.

The processrng of warehousing Bill of Entry -chall continue to be as al presenl in

the respective groups on first come lirst sen/e basis.

(b) The system at the time of assessment of a Warehousing B/E shall display before
the Appraiser, the requirement of Bond equal to double the amount of duty payable. The
appraiser at the time of the assessment can change ihe Bond/BG amounts. Where the
Bond detaiis irave beon entered at the time of data entry, the same shall be displayed
by the system & debit details will be printed on the Bill of Entry. Where Bond has not
been debiled at the time of data entry of B/E, Bond requiremenl shall be on the Bill of
Entry

(c) The Bond shall be registered with the designated Bond Omcer and debited in
respect of a B/E. Unless the Bond is debited in the system, Biil of Entry cannot be
registered for examination & out of charge at the shed / docks.

(viii) ProvisionalAssessments

(a) Where an item of the Bill oi Entry is assessed provisionally by the Appiaiser
irrespective of the fact, whethr:r EOU Marehousing Bili cf Entry, PD Bond will alio be
required in addition to the EOU / Warehousing Bond. The details of the Bond can be
entered at the time of data entr/ as explained for EOU Brll of Entry. The Bond code for
provisional assessment shall be 'PD'. The System will indicate sum of the duty
assessed provisionally for assistance of the Appraiser for determining the amount of
Bond / BG for debiting. The Appraiser can change lhe amount of Bond and/or B.G. for
debiting. lf the Bond details have not been entered at the time of data entry, the system
wilt enforce Bond requirement. The Appraiser shall specify the amount of Bond and

bank guarantee. The duty, if any, assessed shall be deposited wath the designated
bank, as usual. The Bill of Entry will not be registered in the shed / a dock for
examination and out of charge till the ddty is paio and the Bond and BG as specified
have been debited. The details of Bond debit or the Bond requirements shall be printed
on the provisionally assessed B/E. Details of a debited Bond will also be printed on the
lmporter's copy and Exchange control copy of B/E.

(b) ln case any Cash deposit is required to be taken, the Appraiser can specify the
amor.nt of Cash deposit, the Challan for Cash deposit will also be printed with the
assessed copy of B/E which will also be deposited with the designated bank like the
duty and fine/penalty.

(c) Facriity has also been provided in ICES 1.5 to finahze the assessments of
provisionally assessed Bills of Entry by the grcup Appraiser and AC/DC.

22. High Sea Sales Consignments

(i) This category would cover all imports where the goods have been transferred by
the original importer by sale or otherwise before their clearance from Customs- The EDI
system has been designed to provide for both the options, namely, the ultimate buyer
paying a percentage loading over the invoice price or a fixed sum in addition to the
invoice price based on the high sea sale agreement and the local invoice to arrive at the

final assessable value.



(ii) lf the goods have been purchased on High Seas Sales basis, option 'Y' should
be indicated at S.No 5C in the format. The IEC & Branch code of the original importers,
i.e., Seller of goods on high seas, should be indicated. ln the lield of invoice details after
the field of currency, new fields for indicating the costs incurred over and above the
invoice value for purchasing goods on high sea sale have been added. Where such
expenses are incuned, (whether actually paid or payable) as a percentage of invoice
value, the percentage rate should be indicated in the field "Rate'. Vvhere a fixed anrount
is paid or payable over the invoice value such amount should be indicated against the
field 'amount' and shall be in lndian Rupees. lhe additional amount would get
distributed proportionately amongst the various items in the invoice for determination of
assessable value. ln case goods relate to more than one invoices, the High Seas sales
charges should be indicated against each invoice, proportionate to the value of goods rn

the invoice. The system shall add these charges to the CIF value of the goods for
computation of assessable value for the purpose of levy of duty.

(iii) The data entry operator at the Service Center shall enter these details in the
!'elevant lield in the systern. These details will be printed on lhe check tisi. The IEC &
the name of the seller of the goods shall also be printed at the end of the check list for
verification by the lmporter / Customs Broker.

(iv) After submission, the B/E shall be processed under the EDI-System as a normal
B/E, The Appraiser, Auditor, ACiDC at the time of processing the B/E will be able to
view the details cf €te or value of High Sea sale charges. The Appraiser assessing the
B/E will also be able to change the rate or value of High Sea Sales charges through
change option. Principles of natural justice would need to be followed wherever
required. The details of the rate or value of l-ligh Sea Sales Charges and the IEC with
name of the Seller will also be printed on the assessed copy, & lmporter's & Exchange
Control copies of the B/E.

23. Assessnrent lnvolving RSP /NCGD:

(i) Provrs;ons have been made in the lndian Cusroms EOI-System (ICES) for
assessment of goods leviable to additional duty under section 3(1) of the Customs Tanff
Act, 1975 based on RSP and NCCD. The declaration form to i.)e filed at the service
centre by the importers/Customs Brokers shall be amended as follows:-

(ii) lf any of the items is leviable to additional duty under Section 3 of CTA, 1975 with
reference to the retail sale price declared on the article the relevant column should be
Rlled(Y/N) lf yes following particulars should be furnished.

lnvoice No ltem Sl No Description No Of Units
No__ _ (With Specification) .. - _

Retarl sale Price
Rs per Unit

(iii) The imporlers/Customs Brokers would be required to declare the retail sale price of
the items to which the provisions of the Standards of Weights and Measures Act. 1976
or any other law in this behalf applies and which are notified under a notificataon issued
under CGST AcU Rules made there under. lt would be advisable to specify these details
at Serial No. ..... (Claim of assessmenl) for each pack size of the imported item. For
example, if tooth paste is imported in sizes of 50 gnls, 100 gms. and 150 gms. it is
suggested that these be noted as three separate entries in the aforesaid Serial
No.(Claim to assessment) since they would be having lhree separate retail praces. Each
article, which has different characters, specification i.)cluding the difference in size of
packing should be declared as separale items in the Bill of Entry with a separate unit
retail sale price.

(iii) The retail sale price would have to be indicated in Rupees and not in any foreign
currency and should conform to the provisions of the Legal Metrology Act, 2009 which
came into effecl from 01 .04.20'11 ,the Rules made there under or any other law in this
behalf. Quantum of abatement need not be declared since the system would apply the
said reduclion with reference to the GSTN Tariff Heading. Details of such items for
which Retail Sale Price has been declared may be carefully verified by the



a

b

c

d

lmporters/Customs Brokers before handing over the check list to the Service Centre
Operator for submission of the Bill of Entry. lt may also be ensured that all the articles
covered in the invoice are carefully checked and Retail Sale Price declared in respect of
all such articles, which require declaration of Retail Sale Price. Provision has also been

made for amendment of declared Retail Sale Price at ditferent stages subject to

appropriate approvals wherever required.

24. Assessrnent of Special Valuation Branch Bills of Entry through EDI

24.1 The assessmenl of provisional SVB Cases shall be carried out in the EDI system
The following steps need to be followed carefully:

ln provisional SVB cases, the Bills of Entry shall be submitted in EDI System anrl
not manually.

ln Rule 10 Valuation Declaration, against Sr.No.24, a remark should be given as
'PROVISIONAL'by the importer to ensure that correct and complete declaration
has been f,!ed by them.
'l-he Provisional Revenue Deposit Amount (i.e. either l% or 50/o of Assessable
Value, as the case may be) of the Bill of Entry shall be paid electronically on a

separate TR-6 chalian in Triplicate. The EDD challan rnay be generated by
nppraiser and e-payment may be made against such challan.

Bill of Entry will then be presented to lmport Shed and EDO payment will be
verilied in the system by the Shed Appraiser/Superintendent. He shall also verify
on the Customs Copy of B/E to the effect that debit has been made in the Bond
SheC Appraiser/Superintenderrt shall also make an endcrsement on the importer
copy and exchange control copy (duplicate and triplicate) of B/E that the B/E has

been assessed provisionally due to SVB issue and also ensure that details are
available for that Bill of Entry.

24.2 Post clearance: Afler final order is given by the Special Valuation Branch; the final

assessment shall be carried out in the system..

24.3 Renewal of SVB Orders and Ongoing SvB inquiries:

Please refer to the CBEC Circular No. 04/2016 dated 0910212016

For Renewal of SVB orders, a system of one time declaration is provided to the
importers whose SVB orders are pending for renewal before lhe SVB. ThD co:rcerned
importers shall submit a declaration in the prescdbed formats (ANNEXURES- 1 & 2
attached to the CBEC Circular 04/2016) by 31/05/2016 to the jurisdictional SVB. The
SVB shall dispense with the pr.Jcess of renewal if the importers fiie the declaration in

Annexure 1 and ensrlre that the concerned customs station is informed immediately
regarding the same so that Provisional Bills of entry pending there for Iinalization can be
finalized at lhe earliest. ln case importers declare in Annexure 2 SVB inquiries shall be
initiated in pursuance of Circular No. 5/2016 dated 09/0212016 by serving upon the
importers questionnaire at Annexure A and B attached to the said Circular no. 05/20'16.

11 Extra Duty Deposit (EDD) is being obt.lined in sucfr cases the same shall be reviawed
and the sequence provided in para 3.2 of the said Circular No. 05/2016.

Ali SVB investigations (other than rencwal) where EDD is beino obtained are
required to be reviewed in terms of the said para 3.2 of Crrorlar no. 5/2016. ln cases
where the importers have provided all the requisite documenls, EDD should be
dispensed forthwith. ln cases where EDD is enhanced to 5%, due to non-submission of
the documents,/information by the importers, for any SVB inquiry the immediate
recourse lo the appropriate provisions of the Customs Act will be taken by
Commissioner for obtaining the documents and dispense lhe EDD accordingly.

25. Anti-Dumping Duty

(i) NotificationDirectory



A directory of the notifications issued by the Central Govemment notifying the
rales of anti-dumping duty has been created in the system. Notifications issued do not
have a defined structure; therefore, these notifications have been re-structured in

tabulated form providing a unique Serial No. of an item and a unique Serial No of
producer/exporter of goods from a specified country. Due to re-structuring of the
notifications into a defined format, the Serial No. at which the
goods/country/producer/exporter is appearing in the notification of the Ministry may
differ in the notification directory. fherefore, the directory may be carefuily studied to
identi{y the correct Serial No. of the item and producer/export for applyinq the relevant
rate of duty. The notification directory is available at 'www.cbec.gov.in' and
www.rcegate.gov.in'websites. The directory can be downloaded from the said websites
for re[erence.

(ii) Filing of Bill Of Entry

The importer would be required to declare the Anti-duinprng notification, and
Serial No. crf producer/exporter against the country of origin/export. These details n:ay
be declared in Coi-(3) of the Table 398 (Classification Details) of Appendix-A the
Format for Declaration at Service Centre for Data Entry. The extract of the Table is

indicated below.

398. ClassificationDetails

(1) lnvoice Serial Number

(2)Actual lnvoice Number

(3)Classifi cation Oetails

cTtl
Notfn

SI

No

104

Abbreviations in Col. (3) above refer as under.

AD Notln. - Anti-dumping notilication number/year

I S No. = ltenr S.No. in the notificat;on

PS No.= Producer/exporter S.No. against the respective counlry

QTY = Quantity of goods in the units of measurement on which arrti-dumping rate has
been fixed. if different from quantity declared in the invoice details.

(iii) After entry of CTH, the data entry operator shall enter the details of Anti-dumping
notification as indicated above. The rale of antl-dumping duty would be taken by the
system from the directory. lf the unit rJf measurement of quantity of goods declareo in
the invoice details is different than the unit of measuremenl on which the anti-dumping
duty is applicable, the quantity in such unit of measurement on the basas of which,the
anti-dumping duty is leviable has also to be declared for computation of duty amount.
The rate and amount of anti-dumping duty will be printed on the check list and copies of
Bills of Entry.

26. Tariff Value

(i) Notifi cation Oirectory

Directory for Tariff Values has been created in the system as per norification
number 036/2001-Customs (NT) dated 3.8.2001, as amended. Contents of the directory
are similar to anti-dumping duty directory. The amount indicated in the same column will
be rate of Tariff Value per unit of measurement of quantity whereas in lhe case of anti-
dumping duty it will be rate of duty. The rates of value are applicable to imports frorn all

countries and all suppliers in respect of goods specified therein, the S.No. of item in the
notification and system directory.

(ii) Filing of Bill of Entry

Item

No.

RITC 8

digit CTH

AD
Nctfn

lS No QIY Exemp

Notf Yr

SlNo.

1 I 3

PS No

5 b 7 I 9



The importers are requared to declare the Tariff value notification number and
S.No. of item in the notification applicable to the goods in question. For the purpose of
data entry in the system, the details of Tariff Value should be indicated in Column (3) of
the Table 398 (Classification Details) of Appendix-A the Format for Declaration at
Service Centre for Dala Entry. The extract of the Table is indicated below.

398. Classifi cation Details

(1 )lnvoice Serial Number

(2)Actual lnvoice Nurnber

(3)Classification Oetails

IS

No

st

No

8

Abbreviations in Col. (3) above refer as under.

T Notn. = Tariff Value notification
number/year i S No. = S.No. in the notification
QIY = Qty in the unit of measrilement on the basis or whrch Tariff value fixed

27 Assessment ot Bill of Entry

The tariff value is itself the assessable value, therefore, invoice value will be
ignored by the system and the duty would be calculated on the basis of tariff valuc. lf
the Tariff value is in any forergn currency, the same would be converted into lndian
rupees on the basis of exchange rate applicable to that currency as applicable on the
date of filing of the Bill of Entry. For the purpose of compulation of value for additional
duty under section 3(2) of Customs Tariff Act, 1975, the Basic Customs Duty and the
assessablc value based on tariff value shall be added. ln case the ;inporter has not
declared the Tariff value, the Appraiss at the time of assessment will get a systems
alert for tariff value. The Appraiser will have ttre .,ption to select the tarifi- value and also
change the S.No. of the Tariff value if incorrectly declared by the importers. The rate of
Tariff value will be printed on the check list as well as on the copies of Bill of Entry.

28. Levy of Addl. Duty For Non-Excisable Goods

ln respect of goods not leviable to CGST/ IGST, but liable to Excise Duties uncier
other Central Acts (such as Medicinal and Toilet Preparation Act, 1955) or liable to
Addilional Duty under Section 3(1) of the Customs Taritf Acl, 't975, codes have been
given to enable the documents for such goods to be processed cn the System- A ltst of
such codes is given in Annexure 'E' for filing Column 39(B) (5) - CETH COOE.

29. Generallnformation

With a view to minimizing the number of queries at the time of assessment and to
improve the quality of assessmenl, it has been decided to capture the following
information about goods imported, in the ICES system at the time of filing of declaration
Annexure'C'.

a.Brand

b.Model

c.Grade

d. Specifications

e.Any other information relevant for assessment. For e.9., specific order for imported
goods passed by CESTAT, past precedent regarding classification valuation etc.

Item

No.

Rlic
8 digit

CTH

ANotfn IS

No

TYoPS

No

T

Notifn

No

otv Exemp.

Notf Yr

SI

No

CTH

Notfn

2 3 4 6 7 95 10 r1 12 13

EXPORTS



Computerized processing of Shippinq Bills under the lndian Customs EDI
(Electronic Data lnterchange) System (ICES 1.5)

2. Under ICES 1.5, the computerized processing of Shipping Bills would be
handled in respect of lhe following categories of Shipping Bills:

1. Duty Free white Shipping Bills
2. Dutaable Shipping Bills (Cess)
3. Drawback Shipping Bills
4. DEEC Shipping Bills
5. EPCG Shipping Bills
6. DFIA Shipping Bills
7. 100 %EOU Shipprng Bills
8. Jobbing Shipping Bills
9. Olher Exim Scheme Shipping Bills
10. NFEI Shipping Bills
11.Reward Schemes

PROCEDURE

3. The procedure to be followed in respect of filing of Shipping Bills under the lndian
Customs EDI System 1.5 at ICD Kilaraipur shall be as follows: -

Under the EDI System, the Shipping Bills shall be filed electronically and
processed online in an automated environment. Certain declarations and certificates,
etc., that are required lo be provided in hard copy should be attached with the export
documents when the goods are presented for export- The following pre-requisiles are to
be complied with before filing shipping bills:

3.'l lE-Code of the exporters-lmport Export (lE) Codes are being issued to the
exporters by the DGFT, details of which are transmitted online to ICES on a daily basis.
ICES automaticaliy registers the lE Codes after confirming their validity, to enable the
expoiters to file the Shipping Bills electronically. Bef.re filing the Shipping Bills, the
exporters are advised to check from the DGFT, as trr whether their lE Code has already
been transmitted to ICES. lf their lE Code has not bcen transmitted to ICES by the
OGFT, lhey should first get the same transmitted frrm the DGFT, failing which the
exporter shall not be able to file the Shipping Bills for expurrt. (DGFT's websrte may be
accessed at hltp://www-dgft.delhi.nic.in)

3.2 Registration of Custom House Agents (Customs Broker) in ICES: Every
Customs Broker is required to register his details in ICES for enabling hirn to submit
documents in the system. ln case the Custom House from where the Customs Broker
has been licensed is not an existing EDI location in ICES 1.0, such Customs Broker
should imirlediately get themselves registered at any .f the Customs locations as per
list enclosed at Appendix l. The fornrat for registration is at Appendix 2.

3.3 Registration of Shipping lines/Agents, Consol Agents: EGM shall be filed
eleclronically by the Shipping Lines/Agents at the Galeway Ports. Before filing EGM, lhe
Shipping Lines/Agents should register themselves in the ICES at any of the Custom
Stations where ICES 1.0 is operational. They would be required to fumish information
as per Appendix 3. ilo re-registralion is required in case the agency is already
registered at any existing Customs localion where ICES 1.5 is operational.

3.4 Registration of Bank Account with Arrthorized Dealer of Foreign Exchange:
Except for NFEI Shipping Bills, lhe account number of the exporier opened with the
Authorised Dealer of foreign exchange is required to be available in the ICES 1.5. The
Directory of Authorised Dealers Codes is maintained in the ICES 1.5 on the basis of
details made available by the RBl. The exporters may note that it would not be possible
for the local customs olflcials to add the details of the AD code unless the information is

available from RBl. ln case the details are not available. the matter may be brought to
the notice of the ICEGATE team.



Members of the trade may please note that ICEGATE provides 24X7 Helpdesk
facility for trade to report problems related to electronic filing. The ICEGATE helpdesk
can be contacted on e-mail address icegatehelpdesk@icegate.gov.in and the replies
to the queries shall be sent through e-mails. The Helpdesk can also be contacted on
following telephone numbers: 01 1 -23370 1 33 and 01 1 -23379020.

3.5 Registration of bank account for credit of Orawback amount:-For exports under
claim of drawback, the exporter is required to open bank account with any Core Banking
System branch of any bank in the country. Before filing of Shipping Bill under ICES 1.5,
the exporter should aporoach the designated customs oflicer to register the details of
such bank account in the ICES 1-5. Annexure E (Export)

3.6 Exchange Rates of un-notified currencies: The ICES '1.5 maintains exchange
rates in respect of cunencies the rates of which are notified by the Ministry of Finance
on a monthly basis. However, in respect of cunencies which are not covered in the
notifications of the Ministry of Finance, the concerned bank's oertificate indicating the
exchange rate applicable for the date on which the Shipping Bill is filed should be
produced to the customs officer and details of the same should be entered in the ICES
'1.5 while filing the Shipping Bill. The Shipping Bill should be submitted in the system on
the same date fo!'which the rate of exchange is certilied.

3.7 Exim Scheme Codes: The DGFT has notified Exim Scheme Codes in respect of
various schenles, the list of which is appended with this Public Notice. An appropriate
Code should be indicated against each item in the Shipping Bill. For example, if exports
are under clairn of Drawback, Codel9 should be used. Appendix 3

3.8 Units of Measurement Codes: Against any quantity of goods, the appropriate
Code indicaled against the respective measurement in the iist appended with this Pub[c
Notice must be used in the Shipprag Bill / EGM as the case m'ay be. Reference is also
invited lo the CBEC Circular ro. 26/201lcustoms, C,ated 'l9lo7l20 'i 3, where
adherence tc Standard Unit Quantity Codes, as prescribed in the Customs Tarifl Act,
has been prcscribed. Appendix 4

3.9 Currency Codes: For indicating value of goods, freight, insurance, commission,
etc., only the relevant codes for the respective currencies in the list of currency codes
appended with this Public Notice have to be used- Use of any incorrect code will result
in incorect conversion of the currency into lndian Rupees. Appendix 5

3.10 Country Codes: Wherever in the Shipping Bill / EGM, reference is required to be
made to the name of the country, the appropriate Code of the cou[1ry as indicated in

the list of country codes appended to this Public Notice have to be used. Appendir 6

3.11 Port Codes: An appropriate port code must be indicated wherever reference to
port name is required to be made in a Shipping Bill /EGM. The Correct code may be
obtained from the respective Carriers or checked from www.unece.orq/etrades. A list of
all relevant codes would also be available at the service center

3.12 Registration of DGFT Licences: lf the exports are in discharge of export
ohligation againsl any cf the DGFT Exim Licenses or Advance application, such
licence/advance application should be first registered in the ICES and Licence No. or
the Registration No. or advance application shouid be indicated against each item of
goods in the Shippinq Bill. However, EDI messaqes between Customs anC DGFT for a

number of licence types have been enabled. No separate regislration shall be required
for those licences which are received from the DGFT online,

3.13 Self Sealed Container cargo: Exporters, who are allowed or eligible for self-
sealing/ e-sealing of containers, should get themselves registered in the ICES 1.5
before the goods are regislered for exports.



3-14 Registration of bank account for credit of IGST Refund amount: For exports
under the claim of IGST Refund, the exporter is required to open bank account with any
Core Banking System branch of any bank in the country. Before filing of Shipping Bill
under ICES '1.5, the exporter should approach the designated customs officer to register
the details of such bank account in the ICES 1.5, Annexure G (Export)

4. DATA ENTRY FOR SHIPPING BILLS

4.1 Shipping Bills can be filed through the service centre located at ICD Adani
Logistics Ltd Kilaraipur or through Remote EDI System if the Exporter o. the
Customs Broker has registered ihemselves at ICEGATE. in case the Shipping Bili is
filed through Servrce Centre, the Exporters/Customs Brokers would be required to
subrnit a filled up form (Annexure A) at the Service Centie wlth the following documents:

i) A declaration of all particulars in the SB in the forrrat placed at
Annexure - A (Export)

ii) Copy of lnvoice
iii) SDF declaration at Annexure B (Export)
iv) DES/EPCG declarations etc. as applicable Annexure D (Export)

4.2 The formats should be duly complete in all respects and should be signed by the
exporter or his authorized representative/Customs Broker. Forms, which are incomplete
or unsigned, will not be accepted for data entry. Exporters/Customs Broker should
ensure that the data provided by thenr and entered by service centre is conect in all
respects so that process of clealance of export is smootn.

4.3 Data entry of Shipping Bills would be done at lhe Service Centres on payment of
cirarges. Various charges for printing and data entry excluding IGST are given in para
1 .'l 1 abovs which shall be subject to revision from time to time.

4.4 The Service Centre operators shall carefully enter lhe data on the basis of
declarations (Duty filled lorms of Annexure A) made by the Customs Broker/Exporters.
After completion ot data entry, a checklist of the data entered by the operator will be
printed by the Data Entry Operator and handed over to the Exporters/Customs Broker
for confirming the correctness of the electronic dectaration. The Customs
Broker/Exporter will make corrections, if any, in the checklisl and return the same to the
operator duly signed. The operator shall make the conesponding corrections in the cjata
and shall submit the Shipping Bill. The operator shall not make any amendment afler
generation of the checklist and before submission in the system unless the correclions
made by the Customs Broker/Exporters are clearly indicaled on the checklisl against
the respective fields and are signed by Customs Broker/Exporter-

4.5 The system automatically generates the Shipping Bill number. The operator shall
endorse this Shipping Bill number on the checklist in clear and bold figures. lt should be
noted that no copy of the Shipping Bill would be available at this stage. This check list
endorsed with Sl.ipping Bill No. shall ire used for bringing the export goods to the ICD
Adani Logistics Limited Kilaraipur.

4,6 lt may be noted that since the document numbers are to he assigned by the Central
Server at a national level, all document numbers, e.9., for Shtpping Bills, EGMS,
challans, would not be in a conlinuous series for each locatic,n.

4.7 The Declarations would be accepted at the Service Centre from 10.30.hrs to
16.30hrs. Declarations received up to 16.00hrs will be entered in the computer system
on the sarne day.

4.8 Those Exporters or Customs Broker who intend to use Remote EDI System (RES)
to file from their offices should download necessary software from website



www.ices.nic.in which is available free of cost and register themselves with the
ICEGATE.

They have also been facilitated by providang submission of customs documents under
digital signature. For this purpose they should one time register their details with
ICEGATE. Detailed procedure for registration can be seen in New Registration Module
from the website www.ice9ate.9ov,in. To operationalize the facility to use Digital
Signature Certificate for filing the aforementioned Customs process documents, the
following process would be followed:

(i) A web-based Common Signer utility is provideo free of cost through the
ICEGATE website (https://www.icegate.gov.in) for digitally signing the saici Customs
process documents.

(ii) Exporters, customs brokers. shipping lines, and their agents are expected to

use a Class lll Digital Signature Certificate obtained from any oi the Certil,ing
Authorities, as notified by Controller of Certifying Authorities (http://www.cca.9o./.in),
followrng the Cue process.

(iii) Erporters, customs brokers, shipping lines and their agents shall use the Digital

Signature Certificate and the Yieb based Common Signer utility to digitally sign the
electronic documents generated by remote EDI package and then subsequently send

the digitally signed documents for processing via email/web upload, as is being done
currently.

(iv) On receivrng the digitaily signed documents thc ICEGATE server side verifier
shall verify the user's credentials, validity of cerlificate, Certif),ing Authorities credentiais,
public Key, Certificate Revocation tist (CRL) stalus and the result of authentication and
integrate the data into ICES database. The data so integrated will also have e flag to
indicate that the submitted Jocument was digitally signed.

(v) The Cristoms officers will be able to iden0fy on the system whether a particular
electronic docurnent has been tiled after signing with Digital Signature Certificate or they
can download Remote EDi filing software fronr NIC website link which has been
provided at ICEGATE website. Softrvare of NIC is free of charge..

4.9 The validity of the Shipping Bill in EDI System is rifteen days only. Therefore, if the
export goods are not registered within 15 days from the date cf Shipping Bill, the
Shipping Bill shall lapse and has to be fiied again in the system.

5. PROGEOURE FOR GR.1

5.1 As per the procedure in EDl, there would be no GR-1 nor SDF. Only irr the case
of Shipping Bills processed manually. the existing arrangement of filing GR 1 forms.The
exporters are required to obtain a cenificate from the bank through which they would be
realizing the export proceeds-

5.2 lf the exporter wishes to operate through different banks for the purpose, a
certificate would have to be obtained from each of the banks. The certificate(s) would be
submitted to Customs and registered in the system as mentioned above. These would
have to be submrtted once a year for confirmation or r,vhenever there is change of bank.

5.3 ln the declaration form (Annexr,re A-Export) to be filed by the exporters for the
electronic processing of export documents, the exporters would need to mention the
name of the bank and the branch code as mentioned in the certificate from the bank.
The Customs will verify the details in the declaration with the information captured in the
system through the certificates registered earlier.

6 ARRIVAL OF GOODS AT EXPORT EXAMINATION SHEDS lN ICO Adani
Logistics Limited



6.1 ln respect of goods intended to be exported against an electronic Shipping Bill, as
per section 50 of the Customs Act, 1962, amended vide Shipping Bills (Electronic
Declaration) Regulations, 2011, ICO Kilaraipur will permit entry of the goods on the
strength of the checklist.

6.2 lf at any stage srrbsequent to the entry of goods at ICD Adani, it is noticed that the
declaration has not been registered in the system, the Exporters and Customs Brokers
will be responsible for the delay in shipment of goods and any damage, deterioration or
pilferage, without prejudice to any other action that may be taken.

7 PROCESSING OF SHIPPING BILLS

7.1 The S/B would be processed by the system on the basis of the declaration made by
the exporter. Till the introduction of Export RMS, The following kinds of S/B shall require
clearance of the Assislant Ccmmissioner/Deputy Commissioner (AC/DC Export:): -

i. Duty free S/B for FOB varue above Rs.10 lakh
ii. Free Trade Sample S/B for FOB value above Rs.25,000
iii. Drawback S/B where the drawback exceeds Rs. one lakh

7 .2 fhe following categories of Shipping Bills
Appraiser/Supdt. (Export Assessment) first and
Commissioner:

i. DEEC
ii DFIA
iii. Eou
iv. EPCG
v. Any other Exim Scheme if so required

shall
then

be
by

processed by the
the Asstt./Oeputy

7-3 Apart from verifying the value and other particulars for assessment, the ,t\O/S,.rpdt.

and AC/DC may call for the samples for confirming the declared value or for checkrrrg
classification under the Drawback Schedule IOEEC IOFIA / EOU, etc. He may also
give special instruction for examinataoa of the goods.

7.4 lf the S/B falls in the categories indicated in Paras 7,'l and 7.2 above, the exporter
should check with the query counter at the Service Centre whether the S/B has been
cleared by Assistant Commissioner/ Deputy Commissioner, before the goods are
brought for examination. ln case AC/DC raises any query, it should be replied through
the Service Centre or through ICEGATE, for those Exporters/Cusloms Brokers who are
registered with ICEGATE. After all the queries have been satisfactorily replied to,

AC/DC will pass the S/8.

7.5 RMS Facilitation - First Phase:

When the RMS facility is launched in this site, following would be the procedure.

(i) Movement of Shipping Bills:
All the Shipping Bills filed electronically in ICES will be perused and processed

by RMS on submission and after every amendment (s). The output of RMS processing
will be communicated to ICES. The Rl,,lS outpul will determine the movemenu routing of
Shipping Bills in ICES. The Shipping Bill may be sent for Assessment and Examination,
Assessmenl only or Examinalion only depending upon the interdictions by fie RMS
tools. lf a bill is not interdicted by any of the RMS lools, such facilitated bill will move
directly to goods registration after payment of export duty/ cess (if any). All the Shipping
Bills have to undergo goods registration before giving LEO. The LEO can be given only
after verifying the compliance with the applicable Compulsory Compliance
Requirements (CCRs). The system is designed in such a manner that, owing to some
technical reasons if the RMS (Export) fails to provide output to ICES (Export) or RMS
output is not received at ICES (Export) end in time. the existing norms of assessment



and examination prescribed in the Board's Circular Nos. 0612002 - Customs dated
23.01.2002, 01/2009-Cus dated 13.01.2009, and 2812012-4ustoms dated 16.11.2012
would be applicable.

(ii) Assessment of Rllils interdicted Shipping Bills in ICES:
The RMS will not alter the existing process and movement of Shipping Bills on

the ICES. When RMS interdicted bills are directed for assessment by the system,
officers concerned are required to perform appraising/ verification of self-assessment in

ICES as per the RMS instructions. The RMS instructicns will be displayed in ICES
screen of the officer as Appraising lnstructions. The RMS instructions can also be
accessed by using "View" option in the SB header. lnstructions will be given in the RMS
tools interdicting the bill as per the perceived risk in each Shipping bill based on the
declarations made in the bill. Officers assessing the SB shall carefully read each
instruction and arrive at a decision to tackle the risk. These RMS inslructionlj forrn an
assist and ale intended to guide the officers in assessment. All such instructions are
displayed as RMS instructions in ICES. Officers are expected to study all the
instructions cn the screen carefully and assess the SB in compliance of the RMS
instructions.

Ofticers shall enter the reasons in the Departmental Commenls if any of the RMS
rnstructions are not followed- The officer neecl not limit his scrutiny to the strict conlines
of RMS instructions. The officer has the freedom to go beyond the instructions and
scrutinize other sensitive aspects of the SB which are not referred to in RMS
instructions. Whenever the Officer assessing the SB feels that any specific RMS
instruction is not in tune with the Ceclaration in the SB, he/she should enter a detailed
comment in the departmental comments and proceed to take decision as per law.

The Risk Management System will also provide to the officers a category of
instructions termed Compulsory Compliance Requiremenls (CCRs). This term refers lo
compliance requirements that have to be rnandatorily fulfilled such as Minimum Export
Price (MEP) and clearance fron the Other Governmental Departments (OGDS) like
Drug Control authorities, Inspection Agencies, Narcotics Comrnissioner and Ministry of
Chemicals and Fertilizers etc. lt may be noled thal while all effo!'ts have been made to
make the RMS database containing these iristructions as comprehensive as possible,
certain requirements rnight have escaped notice. These are mandatory requirements
under the Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) and other Allied Acts which must be fulfllled
before allowing clearance. ln case it mmes to the notice of any oFficer that a specific
requiremenl is not listed, then he shall communicate the same immediately to the local
Risk Manager, who in turn will inform the Risk Managemenl Division (RMD) team, for
necessary updation of database. When a SB cornes for assessment, the Appraising
Officer after completion cf his scruhny of RMS instructions and SB declaration shail
write a self-contained order for examination so as to cover all the critical parameters of
examination (as identified by the RMS instructions).

(iii) Amendments:
The officers handling amendments should note that any amendment would lead

to a change in risk perception and consequent treatment of risk by RMS. The RMS will
process the SB after every afirendmenl and provide its output to ICES. However, the
treatment of risk after the amendment(s) will be communicated in ICES only after goods
registration. There may be some cases wherein the on submission treatmenl of risk is to
send the SB for "examination only" and after amendmeflt(s) the risk treatment would get
modified to send the SB for "Assessment or Assessment & Examination". ln such cases
RMS instructions to "Send the SB back to AC for assessment" will be displayed irr the
lnspector's screen in ICES after goods registration. Such SBs should be sent back to
AC for assessment by the examining staff. Officers should scrupulously follow the RMS
instructions.

(iv) GoodsRegistration:
The goods registration is mandatory for all the SBs. There is no change in the

goods registration procedure. The system will display the Single-Sign-On ld (SSO ld) of



the officer for inspection/examination. lf the SB is interdicted for examination, the
package numbers to be examined will also be displayed.

(v) Examination:
The examination of all RMS interdicted bills shall be carried out as per the

instructions communicated by the RMS and the assessing officer's examination
instructions. Certain SBs may be directly routed by the RMS for examination without
any assessment by officers. ln such cases, the RMS instructions for examination should
be treated as exarrination orders. The officers shall bear in mind all cxisting standing
orders and circulars issued by the department, while performing their work. The
examining Dfficers shall ensure thal the goods under examination tally with the declared
description, including critical pararneters like brand, model, make, nurnber, specificatior,,
grade, purity, conflguration, capacity, denier etc., which rnay have a direct bearing on
val\ration. benefits under Expon Promotion schemes and classrfication etc. Tle
exanrination of the goods and Let Export Order (LEO) shall be completed by the
officers, only after ensuring that the ccmpulsory compliance requirements (CCRS)
mentioned in the RMS instructions are duly comphed with.

Whenever the Officers examining the cargo feel that the CCRS figuring oll their
screen are not applicable to any specific SB/ item, they must anter a departmental
co[rment in the SB in the EDI specifying the reasons thcreof before giving elearance. lt
is also .larified that of{icers in the shed may examine a consignment even if it is
facilitated and directly selected for LEO by the RMS, if they have a valid reason for
doing so. However, such examination should be done only afler prior approval of the
Comrnissioner or an officer authorised by him for this purpose, who shall lrot be below
the rank of Additional/Joint Conrrnissioner of Customs and after recording the reasons
fcrr the same- A brief remark on the reasons and particulars of Commissioner's
authorization shall be made t'y the officer examining the goods in the departn'ental
.:ommenls in the EDI system.

(vi) Let Export Order (LEO):

Even though rn many cases th" RMS decides to give appraisai and examination
waiver, the LEO funclion would not be dlspenseo with and customs clcarance in terms
of Section 51 of the Customs Act, 1962 will continue to be given by the proper officer to
each and every SB. The LEO Officer will exercise the last check before the goods are
given clearance for exportation. Therefore the LEO officer shall scrutinize the
declarations in docurnents like AR4/ARE1 vis-a-vis the declarations in the SB and if
he/she has strong reasons to believe that the exporter has mis{eclared the description,
RITC or value of the goods, he/she should send the SB back to lhe appraising group (if
required), for assessment but only after prior approval of the Commissioner or an officer
authorised by him for this purpose, who shall not be below the rank of AdditionauJoint
Com:'nissione:' of Custorns and after recording tlre reasons for lhe same. A brief remark
on the reasons and particulars of Commissioner's authorization shall be made by the
offlcer examining the goods in the departmental comments in the EDI system.

The Officer giving the LEO shall ensure that the consignment complies with
CCRS appearing in the RMS instructions. Before giving LEO the officer shall also
ensure that the dockets containing all the relevant docunlents are collected and retained
in the office- Whenever the deosion of lhe LEO officer is at variance with the CCRS and
RMS instructions in respecl of a particular SB, he/she should record the reasons for
hrs/her view in the EDl.

(v) Export General Manifest (EGM):
After issue of LEO, lhe next major event in the processing of a SB is the filing of EGM.
There will not be any change in the procedure for filing of EGM. ln the second phase,
the RMS will also process the SB data after EGM is filed electronically and provide
output to ICES for selection of SBs for Drawback scrutiny and PCA. Detailed
instructions in this regard will be issued during the implementation of second phase of
Export RMS.



(vii) Data Quality:
The Assessing/Examining omcers are also required to focus on the'data quality'

of the SB declarations. The assessing officer should check the description of the item,

besides the correctness of classification, valuation, claim of benefits under export
promotion schemes, if any, and also ensure compliance with mandatory requirements
prescribed under Foreign Trade Policy and/or allied enactments. They are required to

check all crilical aspects of description like brand, model, make, number, specification,
grade, purity, configuration, capacity, denier etc. which may have a direct bearing on
valuation, classification or claim of benefits under export promotion schemes. They shall
make sure that all mandatory fields in the SB are properly filled. While discharging their
functions, they would be required to follow all the existing instructidns /Standing Orders
on the subject. ln this regard, attention is invited to Standing Order No. '18/2013 dated

13.'12.2013 and Public Notice No. 421201:\ dated 13.12.2013 issued by this office. The
instructions contained therein are required to be followed scrupulously. Additional
information, wherever reouired may be sought from the exoorters. However, frivolous
and piece-n'real queries should be avoided and the query should be detailed and

covering ail aspects. The Additional/Joint Commissioners in-charge of Export shall
monitcr the queries closely.

(viii) Recall of facilitated Shipping Bills:
Recall of SB and subsequent reassessment of tlre lacilitated Shipping Bills

(where 
'ro assessrnent and no examinalion are prescribed by the RMS), contrary to

RMS instructions, should be avoided as a matter of routine. However, under
extraordrnary circumstances or on the request of the Exporter/CHA, the AC/DC in-
charge shall take wdtten approval oF the Commiss;oner or an offlcer not below the rank
of Additional/Joint Commissioner authorized by him before recalling a SB and the
details of the same shall be recorded as departmental comments.

(ix) DocumentsCollection:
While discharging the LEO responsibility, the foilowing documents should be

collected from the exporter/ CHA by the offlcer giving LEO after affixing his/ her
signatu:'e on the important documents.

a) Copy r.f the Shipping Bill

b) AR-4/ ARE- 1 (wherever applicable).

c) lnvoice/packing list

d) ADC clearance, wherever required.

e) Other documents specified in the CCR instructions.

f) RBI GR waiver, wherever applicable

g) CENVAT declaration, lvherever required.

h) Any other documents submitted by the exporter/CHA.

All these documents should be neatly kept in a docket, which will have a check
list on the top, containing the documents listed supra. The Check list shall be signed by
the LEO offlcer and the representative of lhe exporter/CHA. While signing the
documents, the LEO officer shall put his name stamp under his signature.

8. CUSTOiiIS EXAMINATION OF EXPORT CARGO

8.1 On receipt of the goods in the Export Shed at ICD Adani, Kilaraipur the exporter will

contact the Examining Ofllcer/lnspector and present lhe checklist with the endorsement
of Custodian of arrival of containers on the declaration, along with all the original
documents such as lnvoice, Packing List, etc. He will also present additional particulars
in the form at Annexure C(Export).



8.2 The Officer will verify the quantity of the goods actually received against that
entered in the system. He will enter Annexure C particulars in the system, The system
would identify the Examining Officer (if more than one are available) who would be
carrying out physical examination of goods. The system would also indicate the
packages (the quantity and the serial numbers) to be subjected to examination. The
Officer would write this information (Name of examination officer and package Srl. Nos
to be examined) on the checklist and hand it over lo the exporter. He would harrd over
the original documents to the Examining Officer. No examination orders shall be given
unless the goods have been physically received in the Export Shed. lt may, however, be
claflFied that Customs Officers have the discretion of examining any or all the
packages/goods.

8.3 The Examining Officer may inspect and/or examine tlle shipment, as per
inslructions contained in the checklist and entei the examinaton report in the systern.
There will be no written examination report. He will then mark the Electronic S/B and
forward the checklist along with the original docunrents to the Appraiser / Supdt. in

charge. lf the Appraiser / Supdt is satisfied that the particuiars enteied in the systenr
conform to the description given in the origanal documents and the physical
examination, he will proceed to give'Let Export" order for the shipment and inform the
exporter. The Appraiser / Supdt- would retain the checkiist, the declaration and aU

original Cocuments with him.

8.4 ln case of any variation between the declaralion in S/B and the documents or
physical examination report, the Appraiser / Sllpdt. will mark the electronic S/B to
AC/DC Exports. He will also forward the documents io AC / DC and advise the
exporlers to meet the AC / DC for further action regarding the discrepancy. ln case the
Exporter agrees with the views of the Department, the S/B would be processed finally.
Where the cxporler is not in agreement with rhe views of the Departmenl, the nratter
would be handled outside the EDI svstem.

9. PROCEOURE IN CASE OF CONTAINERS STUFFED OLITSIDE PORT AREA

9.'l Containeis stuffed in factorics would enter the ICD/CFS on the basis of the
checklist. Customs will verify the seal/ e-seal/ RFID seal on each container verify its
genuineness and make an endorsement on the checklist and Annexure C. Thereafter,
the exporter would present the lnvoice, Annexure C and the checklist alono with all the
orginal documents such as, Packing list, ARE-1, etc,, to the designated Customs officer
who will enter all the particulars alor,g with the seal No. in the syslem and submit the
S/B to the Appraiser' Superintendent for consideration of "Let Export" order. CBEC's
Circular Nos. 2612017 -Cus daled 01107120'17, 36/2017-Cus daled 2810812017 , 37 i2017 -
Cus dated 20109120'17, 41t2Ci7-Cus dated 301/10/2017 and 44!2017 -Cus dated
18i1'112017 rrray also be refened.

9.2 The samples drawn, if any, in the factory should be brought to the Export Shed in
lCD, Adani along with the container and hand over to the designated officer, who would
enter the details in the system and forward the samples to the Appraiser/Supdt. in
charge for inspection or for furth,jr testing, etc-

9-3 The system may require re-examination of the factory stuffed container on a random
basrs. lf the container is selected for re-examination by the system, the same shall be
examined and report enlered in lhe syslem- The Shed Appraiser/ Superinlerrdent may
also decide to re-examirle the container in which case he will obtain the approval of
AC/DC Export, before such re-examination. The AC / DC Export shall permit such re-
examination for reasons to be recorded in writing.

9.4 Once the Appraiser/ Superinlendent is satisfied that the goods are permissible for
export in all respects, he will proceed to allow "Let Export" in the system for the
shipments and inform the exporter.



9-5 This proc€dure will apply to containers stuffed in factories and self-sealed by the
manufaclurer-exporter. ln respect of containers sealed in the factory after examination
by the Customs / GSTN offlcers, there will normally be no further examination at the
tcD.

I O. GENERATION OF SHIPPING BILLS
10.1 As soon as the Shed Aooraiser/ endent qives "Let Export" order. the
svstem would orint 6 copies of the Shiooinq Bills in case of Free and scheme ShiDoinq
Bills. All cooies of the ShiDoino Bill would be dulv sioned bv lhe Aooraiser / Shec
Superintendent. The examination report wouid be siqned by the Ap9raiser / Shed
Suoerintendent. Examination Officer as well as exoorter / reoresentative of the Custams
Broker (Name and lD Ca!'d number o[ the reoresentative of the Customs Broker shoulC

be clearly mentioned below his sionature)

10.2 Any other certificates required for permitting expon will be retained by Customs
along with the Stripping Bills.

11, PAYMENT OF MERCHANT OVERIIME (MCT)

1 'l .1 The present manual system for payment of Merchant Overtime (MOT) charges will
continue.

11.2 MOT charqes will be required to be paid by exporter when the qoods are
examined bv Customs for allowinq "Let Exoort" bevond the normal office hours
No charges would be required to be paid on normal working days when the examination
itself is being done for "Let Export" up to 06.00 P.M. However, if the goods are
examined at the request of exporter outside the Customs area, a fee as prescribed in

Customs (Fees for Rendering Services by Custorns Officers) Regulations, 1998, shall
be charged by the jurisdictional Customs Authoities under whose jurisdrction

examination has been carried out irrespective of the fact whether the
examinationi sealing of container is within working hours or outsi(le working hours.

12 DRAWAL OF SAMPLES

12.1 Where the Appraiser/Supdt. of Cusloms orders for samples, as per section 144 of
the Customs Act, 1962, to be drawn and tested, lhe Examining Officers will proceed to
draw two samples from the consignment and enter the particulars thereof along with
name of the testing agency in the syslenr. Record of samples shall be maintained in ihe
Syst€m. Therefore, no separate regisiers will need to be mainlained for recording dales
of samples drawn. Three copies of the test memo will be prepared manually and signed
by the Examaning Offlcer, the Appraiser and the exporter. The disposal of the three
cc')ies would be as follows: -

Original to be sent along with the sample to the testing agency.
Duplicate copy to be retained by Customs with the second sample
Triplicate to be handed over to the exporter.

12.2 ACIDC may, rf he deems necessary, order for sample to be drawn for purposes
other than testing such as visual inspection and verification of description, market value
enquiry, etc.

t 2.3 "Lab Module" in ICES for use by CRCL, Textile Committee and other
agencies:

Under Lab Module the Examining Officer can generate test memos and record
the details of the samples drawn online, as well as print test memos. Customs will duly
dispatch the samples to the concerned laboratory/agency. Upon the receipt of the
samples, the laboratory/agency can access the test memo details online and when the
test or analysis has been carried oul, lhe results or findings shall be recorded online.



Customs can access the results and take the appropriate action regarding the
concerned consignment without waiting for the physical reports of the Laboratory.

Please refer the CBEC Circular NO.03/2016 dated 03/02/2016 regarding extension of
lndian Customs Single Window Project to other locations and Government.

.I3 QUERIES

13.1 ln case of any doubt, the exporter, dui-ing examination. can clarify doubts-
However, in case where the need arises for a detailed answer frorn the exporter, a
query can be raised in the system by the Appraiser/Supdt., which needs to be approved
by concerned AC/DC(Exports). The S/B will remain pending and cannot be printed till
the exporter replies to the query to the satisfaction of the Assistant
Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner. The reply to query if any can be submitted
through ICEGATE or through Service Centre.

14 AMENOMENTS

14-l Corrections/amendmenls in the checklist can be made at the Service Centre
provided the syslem has not generated the S/B number. Where conections are required
to be made after the generation of the S/B No. or, after the goods have been brought in

the docks/CFs, Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner may allow the
amendment as per Sec. 149 of the Customs Act, 1962..

1. lf the goods have not yet been allowed "Let Export",
2. Where the "Let Export" order has been given, the Additional/Joint
Commissioner (Exports) would allow the amendments.

14.2 ln both the cases, after the permission for arrrendments has been granted, the
Assistant Commissioner (Exports) will approve the amendments on the system Where
the print out of the S/B has already been generated, the exporter vrill surrender all
copies of the Shipping Bill to the Appraiser for cancellation before amendrnent is
aoproved in the system.

15. SHORT SHIPMENTS, SHUT OUT, CANCELLATION AND BACK TO TOWN
PERMISSIONS

'15.1 AC/DC(Export) will give permission for issue of short shipment certificate, shut out
or cancellalion of S/8, on the basis of an application made by the exporter. The S/B
particulars would need to be cancelled / modified in the system before granting such
permission. AC/DC would check the status of the goods, before granting permission.

16. AMENOMENT OF FREIGHT AMOUNT

16.1 lf the freighUinsurance amount undergoes a change before "Let Export" is given,
corresponding changes would also need to be made in the S/B with the approval of AC
/DC Exports. But if the change has taken place after the "Let Export" order, approval of
Additional/Jt. Commissioner would De required. Non-intimation of stich changes would
amount to mis{eclaration and may attract penal action under lhe Customs Act, 1962

17. RECONSTRUCTION OF LOST DOCUMENTS

17.1 Duplicate print out of EDI S/B cannot be allowed to be generated if it is lost, since
exlra copy of Shipping Bills are liable to be misused. However, a certificate can be
issued by the Customs stating that "Let Export" order has been passed in the system to
enable the goods to be accepted by the Shipping Line, for export. Drawback will be
sanctioned on the basis of the "Let Export" order already recorded on the system.

18. RE.PRINT OF SHIPPING BILLS



18.1 Similarly, re-prints can be allowed where there is a system failure, as a result of
which the print out (after the "Let Export" order) has not been generated or there is a

misprint. Permission of AC/DC (Exports) would be necessary for the purpose. The
misprint copy shall be cancelled before such permission is granted.

19. EXPORT OF GOOOS UNDER CESS

19.1 For export items, which are subject to export cess, the cess shall be applied by the
System on the basis of the conesponding 8 digit iieading Schedule maintained in the
system. A printed challan generated by the system would be handed over to the
exporter. The cess amount indicaled should be deposited with the designated bank.

20. EXPORT OF GOODS UNDER CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK

20.1 The scheme of computerised processing of Orawback claims under the lndian
Customs EDI System-Exports wirl be applicable for atl exports through ICD Adani
Kilaraipur.

20,2lhe exporters who intend to export the goods through ICO Adani Kilaraipur under
clalm tor Drawback are advised to open their account with the bank as stated in para

3.5 above This is required to be done tc enable direct credit of the Drawback amount to
the exporter's account, as no cheques would be issued for payment of drawback- The
exporters are required to indicate their account number opened with the Bank. lt would
not be possible to accept any shipment for export under claim for Drawback in
case the account number of the erporter is not indicated in the declaration form.

20.3 The exporters are also required to give their accouflt number along with the details
of the Authorized Dealer bank through which the export proceeds are to be realized.

20.4 As indic€ted eadier Export declarations involving a drawback amount of more tt'an
Rupees One lakh will be processed on the system by the AC/DC before the goods can
be brought for examination and tor allowing "Let Export".

20.5 The drawback claims are sanctioned subject to the provisions of the Customs Act
1962, the Customs and GSTN Duties Drawback Rules 1995 and conditions prescribed

under different sub-headings of the All lndustry rates as per notifled by the Ministry of
Finance from time to time.

20.6 After actual export of the goods, the drarvback claams will be processed in the EDI
system by the officers of Drawback Branch on "First Come First Served" basis. Ihelqiq
no need for filino seoarate drawback claim. The clatms will be processed based on the
TrLck/Train Summary. The status of the Shipping Bill and sanction of drawback claim
can be ascertained from the "Enquiry Counter" set up at the Service Centre or remote
system though ICEGATE. lf any query has been raised or deficiency noticed, the same
will be shown on the terminal and a printout of the query/deficiency may be obtained by
lhe authorized person or the expo ler from the Service Centre or in own his office, if the
exporter has connection with ICEGATE. The exporters are advised to reply to such
queries expeditiously through the service centre. The claim comes in queue of the EDI
system only after the reply io queries/deilciencies is entered in the ICES 1.5.

20.7 Shipping Bills in respect of goods under claim for drawback against brand rates
would also be processed in the same manner, except that drawback would be
sanctioned only after the original brand rate letter is produced before the designated
customs officer in the offlce of Assistanv Deputy Commissioner (Export) and is entered
in the system. The exporter should specify the Sl. No. ol drawback as 98.01 for
provisional drawback in the Annexure -A (Export)



20.8 All the claims sanctioned in a particular day will be enumerated in a scroll and

transfened to the designated bank. The designated bank would credit the drawback
amount in the respective account of the exporter and where the account of the exporter
is in any other CBS branch of any bank, the designated bank would transfer the amount
to the respective CBS branch who would credit the amount to exporter's account. The
exporters may make arrangement with their banks for periodical statement of
credits on account of drawback-

a) An exporler desirous to have his drawback credited in any core banking branch of
the bank authorized for drawback payment at that EDI location or any other bank
other thafi the authorized bank (in any core banking enabled branch which is also
RTGS and NEFT enabled), the exporter wiil be required to declare to the Customs
authorities the lndian Financial Service Code (iFSC) of the bank branch where he

operates his bank account, in adcirtion to the core banking enabled account
number, bank name and address in the prescribed format (As per the Annexure F

to this Public Notice). The IFS Code No can be obtained by
the exporter from his bank branch

b) At the time of registration of the bank account with the Customs authorities the
exporter will be required to produce a certificate from the bank branch, where he
operates his bank account, certitying the correctness of the IFS code and bank
account number of the exporter and a copy of the same shall also be submitted to
the authorized bank branch at the EDI location.

c) Whenever there is a change in the exr,orter's bank account number the same
procedure is required to be followed by the exporter for fresh registration of new
bank account number.

d) Punjab National bank Village & PO Dehlon (BSR Code 0305436) has been
aulhorized for collection of Customs Duty under EDI System and Punrab
National Bank, lndustrial Area Ludhiana 141003(BSR Code 0300405) is
authorized for disbursement of drawback amount online.

20.9 Supplementary Drawback Claims. lf the drawback amounr initially paid is less
then entitlement the exporter ca, file applicrtion for supplementary claim for additional
amount. For such claims after approval of sarrction of supplementary claim on file by the
AC/DC Drawback, the Appraiser / Supdt. (DBK) shail process claim online and submit it
for approval by AC/OC(DBK). After sanction of drawback against supplementary claim,
Drawback Scroll shall be generated by system and amount transferred to the bank in
the same manner as normal in scroll.

20.10 Procedure for export under claim for brand rate under Rule 7 of Drawback
Rules
(i) The exporters opting for claim of brand rate under Rule 6 the Custonrs, GSTN
Duties and IGST Drawback Rules, 1995 shall continue to declare the figure "9801" as
an ,dentifier under the Drawback details in the shipping bills filed.

(ii). For shipping bills filed after 23.11.2015, the exporters opting for claim of brand rate
under rule 7 of Drawback Rules, 1995 shall declare the figure "9807" (instead of "9801 ")

as an identitier in the shipping bill under the Drawback details. lmmediately after the
said identifler, the tariff item number of goods as shown in column ('l) of the Schedule
shall be declared followed by the character "B". For example, if "Tractors (other than
tractors of heading 8709)" are exported under claim for brand rate under rule 7 and the
related Drawback Tariff ltem number for such tractors in the AIR Scheduie is 8701. the
decraration on the shipping bill would be "980787018". Similarly, for "Bicycle pump" the
relared Drawback Tariff ltem number in the AIR Schedule is 841403 and the declaration
on the shipping bill would be "98078414038". Such a shipping bill is to be processed by
the Customs for payment of provisional drawback amount equivalent to the Customs
component ('B'column of AIR Schedule consisting of rate and cap) for the said
declared Drawback Tl of AIR Schedule. This processing is subject to same conditions
as applicable to AIR drawback wherein there is claim for only Customs component.
Suitable change in EDI is being implemented by DG (Systems).



(iii) After goods are exported, the exporter may apply to the relevant Commissioner of
Customs Headquarters office for fixation of brand rate under rule 7. ln case of a timely
filed complete application for fixation of brand rate under rule 7, subsequent drawback
payments may arise against such shipping bill on account of provisional brand rate
letter issued by GSTN in terms of para 54-58 of lnstruction No.603/01/201 1-DBK dated

11,10.2013 and,/or the final brand rate letter and here the above said provisional

drawback amounl already paid shall also be taken into account.

iv) However, in case of a timely filed complete application for fixation of Drand rate
under rule 7, if the brand rate request is denied after verificalion, the rejection letter
issued by Cust(nns formation should carry the information about the details of the
eligibility for the rate and cap specified in 'A' column of AIR Schedule in terms of all the
Notes and Conditions with the Schedule and on this basis the Customs shall update the
record and after taking rnto account the payments already made, finalise the claim in
terms of the AIR provisions.

(v) lt may be noted that only the first drawback anrount processed through the EDI
system is electronically validated with respect to Rule 8A of Drawback Rules, 1995.
Therefore wherever there is an1, subsequent EDI processing on basis of the AlR, thrs

validdlron must be enforced by the Customs olficer for the total drawback amount
against reievant taiiff item.

(vi) ln case, for shipping bills(if any) tiled before 23.11.2015, the exporters opting for
claim of brand rate under rule 7 .)i the Dra, back Rules, 1995 would, as before, have

declared the figure "9801" as an identifier in the shipping bill under the Drawback
details. ln such cases, if the Let Export Order date is to be on or afler 23.1 1 .201 5, ihe
exporter shall be facilitated io amend, prior to the actual LEO, the identitier along the
lines mentioned in item 2 at'ove- Howevei, eve.r if the LEO occurs on or 

"rter23-11.2015 without such amendment, the exporter may provide the informalion to the
AssUDy. Conrmissionei of Customs at the port of export that the optior.-, for claim of
brand rate reflected in the shipping bill was intended to be under rule 7 of the Orawback
Rules, 1995 and also indicate the Tariff ltem number (as shown in column ( ! ) of the AIR
Schedule) conesponding to the export goods (exported in the shipping bill) and seek
provisional drawback amount equivalent to the Customs cornponent. Ttre Customs shall
enter this information in its records along with details of the calculation of the amount.
The payment of the provisional drawback amount shall be processed with conditions as
applicable to AIR drawback wherein ihere is claim for only the Custcms conrponent.

20.11 Special Advance Authorisation Scheme:
i) To give effect to the Special Advance Autho(sation Scheme, the Notification r1o.

45/2016 Customs dated 13th A,rgust. 2016 has been issued providing exemption to
fabrics (in;luding interlining) from import duty subject to conditions specifaed therein.
Further, Notification No. 1 10/201o-Customs (NT) dated 13th August, 2016 has been
issued providing, subject to the specified condilions, the altemative AII lndustry Rates
(AIRS) of drawback in the Drawback Schedule for the exports made against the Special
Advanoe Authorisation in discharge of export ooligations in terms or Notification No.
45/20'1o-Customs dated 13th August, 2016. These notifications may be downloaded
from cbec.gov.in.

ii). 161 16u alternative AlRs relevant tariff item has to be suffixed with suffix'C' or suffix
'D'for the situation when Cenvat facility has not been availed or when Cenvat facility
has been availed, respectively, instead of the usual suffix'A' or suffix'B'. ln the option lo
claim Brand Rate of duty drawback ir'r terms of rule 7 of the Drawback Rules 1995 with
the Special Advance Authorization, the procedure in Annexure 1 with Circular No.
2912015-Cus dated 16.11.20'15 has relevance. However, the exporter shall have to
declare the figure '9807' as identifier (in the shipping bill under the Drawback details)
followed by the tariff item number of the goods as shown in column (1) of the Schedule
and followed by the character'D'. Based on this, the shipping bill shall be processed for



payment of provisional drawback amount equivalent to the Customs portion of these
alternative AlRs.

iii). The above mentioned DGFT and Customs notifications are effective from 1st
September 2016. The CBEC'S Systems Directorate is making all the necessary EDI
related arrangements for implementation including specifying the appropriate new
scheme code that would need to be declared by exporters making exports under the

Special Advance Authorizalion Scheme cum AIR Drawback and these strall be
publicized to exporters in advance by the Systems Directorate.

21 EXPORT OF GOOOS UNDER I OOO/" EOU SCHEME

21,1 The Exporters can get the export goods examined by GSTN / Customs Officer at
the factory even prior to filling of Shipping Bill. Self-sealing facility is also available. He
snall obtain the Examination reporl in the form annexed as Annexure'C1'lo this Publc
Notice duly signed and stamped by the Examining Officer and Supervising Officer at the
factory. The export invoice shall also be signed and stamped by both the officers at the
factory. Thereafter the goods shall be brought to the concerned Customs Warehouse
for the purDose oi clearance and subsequent 'Let Export". The Exporters / Customs
Broker snall present the goods for registration alorrg with Examination Report in

Annexure'C1', ARE-1,

Export lnvoice duly signed by the Examining Officer and Supervising Officer at the
factory, check list, declaralion in form Annexure 'A', Anrrexure 'C'1' and other documents
such as document of transportation, ARE. 1, etc. to the Examiner in the concerned shed.
After !'egistration of goods, lhe shipprng bill will be marked to an Examiner for
verification of documents and seal. lf seal is found intact the Shipping Bill will be
recommended for LEO, which will be given by the Shed Appraiser. However, if seal is
not found intact, the goods will be marked for exarninatron and LEO will be given rf the
goods are found in order.

22. EXPORT OF GOODS UNOER THE EPCG/DES SCi{EME

22i fhe procedure for oniine transmission of Licenses/Authorizations issued under
Duty Exemption Scheme (DES) (except those issued under Scheme Code'17) and
Export Promolion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG) from DGFT lo Customs through an
Electronic Message Exchange System is operational at this port in respecl of DES /
EPCG licences issued on or after 30th September 2008. As per the procedure
prescribed by DGFT, exporters apply tor Advance licenses unCer Duty Exemption
Scheme (DES) and licenses under Export Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG) to
DGFT. As per the Handbook of Procedures Vol l, exports under DES can be started
immediately on generation of file no. which is generated by DGFT on submission of
application for licenses under DES. Accordingly DGFT would transmit the messages
relating to File Numbers so generated by them to Customs so as to enable Customs to
permit exports under DES. As, the exports under EPCG can be started only after
issuance of license; the DGFT would transmil the License messages immediately on
issuance of licenses under DES and EPCG scheme. The licenses under above
menlioned schemes issued by DGFT would be received online by Custcrns. Such
licenses would be subjected to the prescribed online validation checks at ICEGATE and
thereafter, the same would be available folrse by the exporters at the port of
registralion for imports. Delails of such licenses would also be available on the home
page of websitegg44li!9gq[9!9!!. As mentioned above, exports under DES can be
started immediately after receipt of file number message from DGFT by quoting the
relevant File Number allocated by DGFT on the export documents. After issuance of
licenses, exporters would be required to quote the relevant license number on lhe
export documents.



22.2 fhere is no need of registration of file number / license number and obtaining a
Customs Registration number at this port. As the licenses issued under DES / EPCG

will now be received online from DGFT and would be available at this port, lmporters
would be required to produce the hard copies of the licenses issued by DGFT along
with bonds / LUTS and execute BG in accordance with the provisions of lhe Customs
Circula(s) in force and as per the statutory requirements of the relevant Customs
Notifications, to the designated officer, at this port as this port is the port cf registration
in the licenses, for raising debits in bonds / LUTS and monitoring such bonds / LUTS.

lmporters are required to quote the license number on the respective lmport documents
in case they intend to use the licenses. No manual debits would be made in hard copies
of licenses at the time of assessment of Bills of Entry for imported cargo.

22.3- Fot monitoring of export obiigation under licenses issued by DGFT under above
mentioned schemes, Customs would transmit oniirle all such Shipping Bills to DGFT
wherever imports / exports have been affected under licenses received online from
DGFT under DES / EPCG schemes.

22-4. Fot any amendment in licenses issued under above schemes by DGFT, importer
would obtain a log print of usage of license in prcscribed fomat. DGFT would process
amendment(s) of license based on log print of usage of license issued by Customs and
transmit online the necessary amendment(s) of license to Customs- No imports under
such license would be allowed after rssuance of log print till the amendment message is
received from DGFT.

22.5. The above procedure would be applcable in respect of file nos./
Licenses/Authorizations issued under Duty Exemption Scheme (DES) and Export
Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG) on or after 30th September 2008 by DGFT.
The existing procedure in case <'t rnanual registration o! file
nos./Licenses/Authorizations issued under thege schemes on or upto 30th September
2008, would conlinue to be followed.

22.6 ln case of EPCG/DES (except those issued under Scheme Code 17) issued on or
after 30th September 2008 there is no need of any registration at this port- However, in

case of EPCG/DES issued prior to :Joth September 2008 and DES issued Scheme
Code '17, the exporters intending to file Shipping Bills under the aforesaid schemes
including those under the claim for Drawback should first get their EPCG/ DES (issued

uptolgth June 2014 by the DGFT) registered with this port, which would be done by the
designated officer. The original EPCG/DES would need to be produced before
designated officer for data entry. A print out of the relevant particulars (Checklist)
entered will be given to the Exporter/Customs Broker. The EPCG/ DES wculd need to
be presented to the Appraiserl Supt, who would verify the partculars entered in the
computer with the original EPCGIDES and regisler &venfy the sanie in the EDI system.
The Registration No. of the EPCG/DES would be furnished to the Exporler/Customs
Broker, which would need to be mentioned on the declaration forms (Annexure D) at
this port for export of goods. lt would not be necessary thereafter for the
Exporter/Customs Broker to produce the original EPCG/DES for processing of the
export declarations.

22.7 All the export declarations for EPCG/DES would be processed on the syslem by
the Appraiser/Supdt., Export Department and the AC/DC Exporls- After the declarations
have been processed and accepted, the goods can oe presented at the Export Shed
along with EPCG/DES licences for examination and "Let Export" as in otl-er export
goods. All exporters availing of the EPCG/DES facilities are requested to immediately
get their EPCG/DES registered in the EDI Syslem so that the export declarations are
processed expeditiously.

22.8 Further, exporters availing of EPCG/DES benefils in lerms of various notifications
should file the relevant declarations in Annexure D (Export) along with Annexure A
(Export).



22.9 It is further clarified as follows: -

a. While giving details relating to EPCG/OES operations in the form at Annex-D,
the exporters/CHAs should indicate the S.No. of the goods being exported in the
Column titled 'ITEM S.NO. lN EPCG/DES PART E" of Annex. D (Export).



b. lf inputs menlioned in EPCG/DES only have been used in the manufacture of the
goods under export, in Column titled "ITEM SR.NO. in Advance Aulhorization of
Annex. D (Export), the exporters/CHAs are required to give S.No. of inputs in
Part-C ofthe DES Book and Exporters need not fill up column titled

"DESCRIPTION OF RAW MATERIALS".
c. lf sorne inputs which are not in Part-C of the EPCG/ DES have been used in the

manufacture of the goods under export and the exporter wants to declare such
inputs, he shall give the description of such inpi.ris in column tiiled
"OESCRIPTION OF RAW MATERIALS",

d. ln the column "lND/lMP', the exporters are required to wriie "N". if the inputs
used are indigenous and "M", if the inputs used are impoded,

e. ln column titled 'Cess SchedLrle Sl No." the relevant Serial Nc. of the Schedule
relating to Cess should be mentioned

23 EXPORT OF GOODS UNDER DFIA SCHEME

The details pertainrng to export products i.e. input materials utilized as per
SION should be clearly mentioned at Annexure A (Export) at the time of filing,

24. Stuffing Report

After the LEO the Container shall be stuffed with the goods and a stuffing report shall
be entered in the System by the designated officer. The officer designated to supervise
stuffing of containeis is expected to enter the sluffing report on same day.

25 Rebate of State Levies on Textile garments

Scireme for implementation of Rebate of State Le',ies on texdle garments (ROSL)
notlfied vide Notification Nos. 12020/03/2016-lT dated 'l_2.8.20'16 and 31.3 2016 by the
Mir;stry of Textiles for all Ext,crters/ Cusloms brokers/ members of Trade is inuted to.
Further, the Centrar Government (Ministry of Textiles) has issued Notificatton No.
1202.010312016-lI dated 1 3.8.201 notifying the rates of rebale in Schedule i :,nd
Schedule ll. Additionally, CBEC has issued Board Circular 043/2016-Cus
dt.31.C8.2016 which provides the guideline framework for implementation of this
scheme.

ROSL Schsme:

ln the ROSL scheme, the Central Govt. provides rebate of State levies
comprising ot State VAI-/CST on rnpuls including packaging, fr,el, duty on electricity
generation and duties and charges on purchase of grid power, a:i accumulated thrcugh
the stages of production from yarn to finished garments. There is no need for
separate application or supporting documents except for making a specific
choice in the Shipping bill. The rebate amount would be credited into the Exporter's
A,/C mentioned for drawback automatically after processing.

The ROSL scheme rs not mandatory for an exporter. Therefore, an exporter
has to make a conscious choice to opt for the ROSL scheme by making a claim
for retrate in accepra.ice cl t.rrrr|s and conditrons of lhe ROSL scheme (ir:cludirrq under
the afore'nentione,.r Circular) alon? with 3 declaration of eligibility 'or the rate and
rebate.

OPTING FOR ROSL SCHEME:

The claim cum declaration of eligibility has to be made by the exporter by using
specified scheme codes for drawback exports, al the item level. The options in
permutation with the ROSL Scheme are being provided with separate scheme-codes as
listed below:



Scheme Code Oescription

60 Drawback and ROSL

ol EPCG, Drawback and ROSL

64 Drawback, Spl AA ( 4,044) and ROSL

65 EPCG, Drawback, Sol AA(4.04A) and ROSL

For EDI shipping bill, selection of the schen'le-.ode involving ROSL scheme at
the time of export shall itseli amount to making claim cum declaration of eiigibility. For
EDI shipping bill this shall be the only means to make the claim. Any other means of
claim shall not be accepted.

Shipping Bills which are f:!ed prior to 20-09-2016 but for which LEO is gi./en o,r or
after 20-09-2016 are also eligible for RoSL. Such Shipping Bills which ha./e not claimed
the scheme code as listed above, may need to be amended betore LEO to avail this
benefit. ln the absence of proper scheme codes, the ROSL benetit would not be
available.

RQSL Rebate:

The amounl of rebate is calculated using the FOB value and the rates and caps
of rebate specified in the ROSL scheme. (For further details refer to Para 7 of CBEC
Circular 043/2016-Cus) To facilitate exporters, necessary changes have been made to
reflect the rebate amount in the shipping bill check list, during export processing and in
the print out of postLEO shipping bill. M4le-ehe!Se9- t'ey9-Dee!_!Ede in the Service
center checklist RFS orovirlers mav i')rovide similar ooticn in thei' oackaoes for
faci litation of lradel.

Ensuring availment of ROSL:

The following changes have been made in the Sfiipping Bill Checklist &
ICEGAfE for Exporters to confirm that their choice has been reflected correctly in the
system.

1 The ROSL Amount is printed at the Shipping bil! level as well as at the item
level for the items where option has been exercised by giving a scheme code.

2. The option and total ROSL amount th'Js claimed is reflected in the SB Enquiry
available on the ICEGAI'E \,ebsite.

3 Declaration-cum-eligibility as detarled below rs printed on the ohecklist.

I declare that, I have not claimed or shall not claim credit/ rebate/ refund/
reimbursement of these specitic Srale Leylbs under any other mechanism
and I am eligible for the rate and rebate claimed for- Further, declare that an
lnternal Complaints Comn ttee (lCC), where applicable, in pursuance of the
Sexual Harasstr,ent of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibitior! and
Redressal) Act, 2013 has been constituted.

RES \,endors may ensure that their'RES verstons are conrpliant to changes in
(1) & (3) as stated above. SB Message format has also been revised accordindy.

ROSL Disbursal:
ROSL would be disbursed as per procedure detailed in para 8 of the above

referred Board Circular. For speedy disbursal, Exporters may ensure that the Account
No. already registered for drawback disbursal is live and valid, as the ROSL



Disbursal would be made to the same account. The disbursal shall be in parallel with
drawback albeit separately. The status of disbursal would be displayed on ICEGATE
separately.

The above changes would be effective from (he 20th September, 2016. Suitable public
notices and standing order should be issued for guidance of the trade and offlcers in
this regard. Difficulties, if any, may be brought to the notice of this Directorate at
(nsnr.ices@icegate.gov.in ).

26. Filing of EGM
The shipping bills shall be finally closed on receipt of Train Summary from the
Custodian of lCD. The Custodian should transmit the frucUTrain Summary of the
containers rrroved out of ICD to gateway port. The final EGlvi sirali be filed by Shipping
Iines 3t the gateway port.

27- Monitoring of foreign erchange realization:

a. The exporters filing Shipping Bills (S/Bs) under drawback shall furnish a
declaration to the Assrstant Commissroner/Deputy Commissioner (Drawback)
providing the details of all Authorized Dealers (AD), their codes and addresses
through which they intend to realize the export proceeds. Such a declaration shall
5e filed at each port of export through which the exporter exports his goods. ln

case, there is a new addition of AD, the same is to be intimated to the
concerned Custom House at the port of Export.

b. The system would generate on all Shipping Bills, the due date for submission
of BRCs.

c. The exporter shail submit a certificate from the Authorized Oealer(s) in

respect of whom declaration has been filed containing details of the shipments
which remain outstandlng beyond the prescribed tirne limit, including the 6xtended
time, if any, allowed by AD/RBI. Such a certificate can also be provided by a
Chartered accountanl ,n 6is 6;.pacity as a statutory auditor of the exporter's
account. A r'edo(ma for furnishing such negative statement was enclosed as
Annexure to the Board Circular 5/2009 daled 2.2.2OO9 (available at
www.cbec.gov.in). Further. the exporters rlso have the opticn of giving a BRC
from :he conc€rned authorized dealer(s).

d. Such certificates shall be furnished by the exporters on a 6 monthly basis in
respect of exports which have become due for realization in the previous 6
months. For example, for the six-monthly period of January June 2013 (during
which exports were effected), the statemenuBRC needs to be submitted

afler1"'Ju1y,2014.

e. Suah certificates shall be fiied by the exporter AD wise at each port. The
relevant date for filing certificates shall be calculated from the date of let export
order (LEO)which is the date when the export goods are permitted to be exported.
An endorsement on the exporter's copy of S/Bill would be made specifying the due
date for realization of export proceeds.

f. The system shall indicate list of the shipping bills under drawback where the
BRc/negative statement has not been furnished by the exporter within lle
prescribed date. The Assistant Commissioner / Deputy Commissioner (Export)
may peruse such lists either for the entire Cusloms port or for an inclividual
exporter by enterlng the lE code of the exporter and accordingly inrtiate action :o
recover drawback.



g. The BRC entry module gives three options for entering the details
of foreign exchange realization.

lf the exporter furnishes the BRCs as a proof of foreign exchange realization, the officer
will choose option (1) and enter the specific Shipping Bill numbers and dates. Such
Shipping Bills will be deleted by the system from the list of shipping bills pending for
realization of export proceeds.

lf the exporter produces a "negative statement" fcr a specified six monthly period from
the AD/chartered accountant that no foreign exchange is pending realizaticn for the
exporter in the given period, the officer will choose option (2). The system will
automatically display the S/Bs pertaioing to the given period on screen and once the
officer approves, all such shipping bills shall be deleted fi-om the pendericy Iist.

lf the negative statement furnished by the exporter gives lhe list of S/Bs, Ior a particular
six month period, for which foreign exchange has not been realized (and rmplication
forergn exchange has been realized for ail other SiBs) then, the officer will choose
option (31. This will allow the officer to enter the S/Bs for which the BRCS are pending-

Thereafter, all S/Bs except such pending S/Bs wiil be deleted from the list.

h. The BRC entry module also enables the Department to remove the list of
S/Bs from the pendency list if drawback is recovered subsequentiy. ln such cases.
the officer may choose option (1) and enter the ordei iro./challan no- and date and

also the no. and date of all shipping Bills for which the drawback has been
realized. Thereafter, all such S/Bs will be deleted from the pendency list.

28. The system will indicate to the Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Comrnissioner
(Drawback) all cases of Drawback Shipping Bills if the BRc/negative statement in the
prescribed Annexure enclosed to the Board's Circular is not submitted by the exporte.
withiir the prescribed period.

29. IGST ICES Advisories OL9/2OI7 dt. 09.10.2017 an.t'oLL/2o17 dt,
25.06.2011 may also be referred

3C. One of pre-reo,lisites for claiminq IGST refunci crc ICES 1.5 is

that the exoorters should have a bank accoun t. which should be reoistered with ICES
TNn m n fit n-l tn ss of

reoistration in ICES 1.5 are beinq shared for Drovidinq clarity to offlcers and stake
holders

29.1 Registration of Bank Account

The IGST Refund Scheme will be simiiar to drav/back schene. STR amount processed
under the ICES wiil be disbursed through the branch of the authorized bank at eacf,
customs location. The STR amount in respect of individual exporters r,./i!l be credited
directly to the bank account of the exporter, in the authorized bank branch at a Custom
location or to any core banking enabled banking account of the exporter, in any
branch/bank anywhere in the country (through the NEFT/RTGS). For this purpose, the
exporters are required to reqister with Customs, the lndian Financial Service Code
(IFSC) of the bank branch in which exporter wishes to receive the STR amount, the
core banking enabled account number, bank name and address, using 'Annexure-A'
enclcsed with Board s circuli.,r. The procedure for reqist,.atirn cf bank account is the
same as existing procedure for registrahon of bank account for receiving drar..,hack

amount. The Customs officer having'CLK' role with enter these deiaiis in ICES 1.5 and
generates a checklist. Exporter/ his authorized representative will check the checklist
and confirm its correctness. Once the details are found correct, the same shall be saved
in system. (For this purpose additional officers may be mapped to CLK role if required.)
Refer Annexure G (Export). Exporters who have their bank account numbers registered



for drawback purpose need not register their bank accounts again. The existing account
itself shall be used for crediting IGST Refund also. lt may be added that there is no option of
having separate accounts for drawback and IGST Refund.

29.2 Registration of GSTN registration number or IGST code number (including IGST
registration number)

Besldes bank accounts, each exporter claiming IGST refund need to provlde GSTN
registration numbei or PAN based IGST code number (including PAN based IGST
registration number) and register the same in ICES 1.5. Necessary details should be
provided in part'B'of said Annexure'A' along with self certified copy of GSTN registration
certificate or IGST code number certificate. This wiil be entered in ICES 1.5 by the

designated customs officer having 'CLK' role. ICES 1.5 will verify these details with the

details available from ACES. A checklist sharl be pflnted and.the exporter/his authorized
representation should check its correctness and return to customs officer after signrnE etc.

Then the details will be saved in Systems. This is one ti!'ne registration and mandatory for all

exporters claimir,g IGST Refund. ICES 1.5 will ot accept shipping Bills with claim of
STR !f these details are not registered.

Option is available with the CLK Role to modify/amend the bank account details and GSTN
registration numberilGST code number. lt may be noted that registration of bank
account and GSTN registration numberllcsT code number has to be done at each
customs location separateiy.

While capturing GSTN registration certificate or IGST code number in ICES 1.5, the
system will validate the details with details available from Automation of GSTN and IGST
(ACES) and only on successful vaiidation, data will be saved in lcES 1 5. lt may be added
that either GSTN registration certificate oi PAN basecl IGST code no- (lncluding IGST
registration number) has to be provided to claim ST Refund thr.ugh ICES 1.5, in case an
Expci-ter does not have either of two numbers mentione,l above, he should be advised to

either get the same as p,er procedure prescribed in notification no. 17l20Ag ST dated
7.7.2009 or claim services tax ref,.i nd from jurisdictional GSTN / IGST officer.

29.3 Uetails of post - registraticn processing of 51' refurd in ICES 1.5

Salient features of processing of IGST refund thrcugh ICES 1.5 are as follows

ST refund through ICES 1.5 shall be claimed by exporter by declaring
"Y" in relevant field at the time of filling of shipping B;il and declarrng STR
serial no.( Heading/subheading number as per STR Schedule to be notified

shortly.

Shipping Bills with only STR arncunt will move directly in scroll_in queue
after EGM is filed. However drawback shipping bill having STR also will
contir'rue to move to DBK- Superintendent soeen and DBK-AC screen (in
case DBK is more than Rs. llakh).
ln the final scroll, a single amount indicating DBK and STR amount shall be
shown against Shipping bills. However print copy of Scroll shall contain a
consolidated breakup indicating Drawback amount and ST refund amount.
Exporters can check status of STR through ICEGAI'E as well as Touch
screen application.
MIS has been suitably modified to indicate drawback and STR amoLrnt

separately for Reporting and accourrting prrpose.

29-4 Claim for Availment of Chapter 3 benefits:

Exporters intending to claim Chapter 3 benefits are required to declare'Y'in the item
segment of the rewards claimed (Table 28(14)) without which their Shipping bill will not be
transmitted to DGFT for availing such beneflts.

a

b

c

d

e



30. GrievancesHandling

The AssistanU Deputy Commissioner of Customs may be approached by the
lmporters/ Exporters or their Customs Brokers for redressal of any problems faced at any
stage of the importer/ exporter clearances. Regarding Helpdesk facilities, the following may
be noted:

a) ICEGATE users would continue to interact with the Helpdesk at 011-23379020 and
01 1-23370133 or through iceqatehelpdesk@iceqate.qov.in. The Helpdesk is
managed by M/s. WIPRO.

b) Users requiring any other clarifications regarding the new application may interact
with the Toll free Helpdesk No. 1 8002662232 ol at saksham. seva@iceqate.oov. in.

c) Users may directly contact with the System Manager or the designated Customs
Officers in case of any difficulty.

Shri Rituraj Gupta, Joint Commissioner- System Manager
Tel 0161-2847360, Mob- 7052637066
Shri Amrik Singh, Assistant Commissioner- Alt. System Manager
Tet- 0161-2847360, Mob- 9855750379.

(

(A.S.Ra
COMMISSIONER

Copy to:

'1. The Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs(Preventive), Delhi Zone, New

Customs House,Near lGl Airport, New Delhi 1'10037

2. Principal Chief Controller of Accounts, CBIC, AGCR Building, 't"tFloor, I P Estate,

New Delhi 110002 wrt letter Coord2(1)AmritsaU2O'l8-19/356 dated 17.10.2018

3. Director Genera(System), 4th Floor, Samrat Hotel Chankyapuri, New Delhi.

4. Director General Foreign Trade, Green Field, Near Ferozepur Railway Line,

Ludhiana

5. Additional Director General DRl, Opposite Khalsa College for women, Civil Lines,

Ludhiana

6. Additional Director, DGGST lntelligence, 51-D, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana

7. President CICU, Ludhiana, President FIEO, Ludhiana, President CB Association,

Ludhiana all other Trade Association

8. Joint Commissioner/ All Assistant Commissioners of Customs Commissionerate,

Ludhiana.

9. M/s. Adani Logistics Limited, Kilaraipur, Tehsil Dehlon, District Ludhiana.

10. Notice Board

tr JJ,-d*t ^Wdr\r"4"*t or bal"+'tc '\\0 (Amrik

Assistant Commissioner(Tech)
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